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Hello to our fantastic Readers! 

So, May was a fantastic month with over 1000 readers! Thank you so much! 

We are grateful that you choose to keep travelling with us, and we hope to 

continue that effort this month. WE have a few guest contributors including 

Luke Green’s RPG based on his Book “Divine lood” we visit the Dallas Comic 

Con and we offer a couple of great first chapter reads from up and coming 

authors! 

Next week, however, is our bumper ZOMBIE special! We will of course have 

our regular features as well as a fantastic selection of Zombie Stories and Art 

work from our great Staff Writers and Artists. 

We are also launching two campaigns in order to try and get some advertising 

and hopefully to give something back to our fantastic contributors. Our 

TeeSpring.com campaign offers a quality Far Horizons Tee Shirt for $20 and if 

you want to be part of the Far Horizons faily, then maybe you might be 

interested in our Patreon Campaign… You can have a Personalised Story where 

you are the character, you help to build the story with our authors write for you 

and published in our eMagazine. 

So come and join us in another adventure of  Far Horizons! 

Artwork by Keith Allan York 

Artwork by KZ Tanner 

Contact us at          Cover art for May by Laurie Smith 

Info.far.horizons@gmail.com 

On the web:  

www.info-far-horizons.wix.com/far-horizons-emag  

Twitter:    Facebook 

@farHorizonsemag  http://www.facebook.com/farhorizonsemag 

mailto:Info.far.horizons@gmail.com
http://www.info-far-horizons.wix.com/far-horizons-emag
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The Lazarus Project 

A Black door Tale 

 

By Thea Gilchrist 

 

A black door. A long hallway with 

bare walls. No doors in the walls of the 

hallway to break the monotony. No music to 

interrupt the silence. Only the hushed 

whisper of lightly placed footsteps to be 

heard. 

 

Another door, also black. A small 

panel on the wall beside it. No buttons, no 

display. On approach, a soft click, then a 

buzz. Opening with a whoosh of ankle-

height fog to reveal a hidden world of 

light, sound, movement and the steady 

hum of machinery. 

 

Beyond all this, yet another door. This one 

white. Only one machine here, connected 

to a figure on a hospital bed. Railings up, 

no movement. Only the steady click-whir 

of the machine. Then silence. But wait! 

The door opens in time to see a hand rise 

up from the bed, fingers clenched into a 

fist. At last, life! Years of hope finally 

bearing fruit! 

 

Hurried footsteps and another to see the 

raised arm. A flurry of movement, the 

figure now sitting up in the bed. A young 

male, roughly 20 years of age, brown hair, 

green eyes. Pale, thin, unsure. A voice 

unused to speech... “Where am I?” Then, 

“Who are you?” Followed by “Who am 

I?” 

 

A gentle touch to allay his fears. “As to where, 

safe. As to who, my boy, your name is David 

and I am Dr. Loscara.” The youth with a soft 

sigh. “That doesn’t sound right. Like it isn’t 

me.” A rustle of paper, then a happy sigh. “My 

name is Russell Peters. And my brother’s 

name is David.” Slightly subdued now. “Was. 

He died, didn’t he?” Dr. Loscara: “We only 

found you, Russell. There was no sign of 

David anywhere.” 

 

Panic. “Please, you have to find him!” Soft 

rustling. “We haven’t stopped looking. We’ll 

find him.” Russell with another sigh. “You 

have to.” Quiet murmurs, the white door 

closing against intrusion. Silence, then a low 

voice. “How goes the search?” Dr. Loscara. 

“Nothing yet. Russell woke up.” “Did he say 

anything?” “What I was expecting from him. 

We need to find him.” 

 

Silence, then a heavy exhale. “Double the 

teams.” “Yes sir.” A gentle beep then Dr. 

Loscara’s voice. “All units, double in number 

and disperse according to Plan Omega. This is 

not a drill.” Soft clicks and voices to confirm 

the order, then another sigh. “I wish we had 

found them both.” “Me too, Robert.” Robert 

being Dr. Loscara. 

 

Patrol 3, Bravo squad. “You really think 

he’s out here?” A shrug from the driver. 

“They think he is and I don’t question 

orders.” 

 

Tango company, truck 8. “How’d he survive if 

he’s been out here all this time?” “Plenty of 

game to eat and there’s lots of fresh water.” He 

didn’t mention the abundance of sturdy trees 

and thick shrubs for someone to take shelter 

in. 

 

Helios. “Pan left, I think I saw something.” 

A slow pan to the left. “There!” Outlined 

against the trees by the chopper’s powerful 

spotlight, a figure. “My God.” A click and 

brief burst of static. “Helios to base, Helios 

to base.” A tense voice. “This is base.” 

“Base, we have target in sight, moving in 

to retrieve. Copy?” “Copy that Helios, you 

are clear to proceed.” 



 

Helios lowering into the clearing, the 

figure bolting across to the helicopter 

before it fully touches down. “Please, I 

need help!” Recognition and a calm voice. 

“Get in the chopper son, you’re safe now.” 

Their quarry shaky with relief. “You all 

buckled in back there?” “Yes sir.” Rising 

up from the clearing. “Base, passenger 

secured... We’re heading home.” “10-4 

Helios.” 

 

Back at base... “Thank God.” Murmurs of joy 

and relief. Down through the black door, down 

the hallway to the second black door, past that 

to the white door. Dr. Loscara. “We’ve been 

looking for you for a long time, my boy.” 

“Please, is he alive?” Behind the white door. 

“Russell?” “DAVID!!!” Tear filled hug amid 

cheers and shouts of joy. “What happened?” 

“It’s quite a tale!” “I think we have time.” 

Laughter. What a sweet sound after so long. 

 

Helios. “Is that what I think it is?” Black 

specks on the horizon and getting closer. 

“Oh shi-.” Then silence, interrupted by a rain 

of debris. 

 

Alpha team, truck 4. “A4 to base, A4 to 

base!” “Base.” “We have multiple bogeys 

from the East and Helios is DOWN!” 

“Retreat to Delta Sector! All units regroup 

in Delta Sector! Launch Air Patrol!” 

 

Air Patrol. A fleet of silent jets equipped for 

just such a situation. Rising with no sound, 

settling into formation, punching holes in the 

oncoming assault. Debris raining down the 

only sound they hear. A long silence then a 

crackly voice. “Base, this is Air Patrol.” “Go 

ahead, Air Patrol.” “It’s a beautiful day today. 

With a nice clear sky.” Exhalations of relief. 

“10-4, Air Patrol. And thanks.” “Any time.” 

 

David and Russell. “I can’t believe you’ve 

been alive all this time!” Russell with a laugh. 

“Me either. But we’re together again.” David 

with a smile. “We sure are... And this time 

we’re gonna stay that way.” Soft laughter. 

Stories told, experiences pondered. “So how’d 

they only find me when we were both right 

there?” Russell with a thought. “Maybe they 

only wanted you.” David sighing. “Wish 

they’d let your rescuers find us both, I missed 

you.” 

 

Dr. Loscara. “Is it right what we’re doing?” 

The response immediate and expected. “No, 

but their purpose was inhuman to say the 

least.” A sigh. “What do we do?” A brief flare 

of pale light. “What do you want to do?” “You 

know the answer to that.” No hesitation 

whatsoever. “Then do it.” “But - ” A sigh. “I 

don’t like it. And those bogeys taking out 

Helios? That voids the warranty.” Voice gruff 

with emotion. “We’re done. Tell Command 

it’s over.” 

 

Radio communication room. “Base to 

Command.” Instant response. “Command 

here. Go ahead.” Soft rustling of paper. 

“Ah, Command, we are going red light, is 

that a copy?” Shock. “Say again!?” Base 

commander. “Command, I give code 3 9er 

7. We are going red light. We’ve lost our 

chopper and had to deploy Air Patrol 

against incoming bogeys. Lazarus is 

risen.” “Confirmed, Base. Red light 

approved. Leave no life behind.” 

 

Loading bay 4. “Won’t be sorry to leave 

this place.” Quiet agreement. “Sure glad 

Command accepted the code for the red 

light!” “Amen to that!” Boxes on concrete, 

fabric being folded. 

 

Russell. “I hope we go with them.” David. 

“Me too, bro. It’d suck if we didn’t.” Dr. 

Loscara. “We’re all going.” Sighs of relief. 



“Amen boys. Amen.” Personal items 

packed away with gentlest of care. 

 

Inside the black door at the end of the 

hallway. “All clear?” Dr. Loscara. 

“Nobody left inside.” All personnel safely 

out of the bunkers and on their way to 

Command, including David and Russell. 

“Lock it up.” Dr. Loscara at a console. 

“It’s done. Let’s get out of here.” Outside 

the black door at the end of the hallway. 

“Bust that sensor. This door will never be 

used again.” A grunt, then a tinkling of 

glass. “Good.” Footsteps away from the 

door, down that long empty hallway, and 

past the black door at the far end. 

 

Private plane. “Homeward bound, fellas.” 

Russell. “But where’s home?” David. 

“Aunt Margaret and Uncle Keith, I guess.” 

Keith and Margaret in Rochester New 

York. A soft crackle of static. “Air One to 

Command.” “Go ahead.” “They want to 

know where home is.” The voice rough 

with compassion. “Where it all began.” 

Very quietly. “Yes sir.” A long flight filled 

with silence. 

 

Dr. Loscara. “Will they ever know?” A 

smile. “I’d say they already do.” Happy 

sighs. “Lazarus is risen”: code for David 

being found alive. Unknown side effect of 

his rescue: Russell coming back from the 

brink of death. Project Lazarus: complete. 

Russell and David safe. Russell and David: 

Project Lazarus. 

 

- 

 

Same black door. Same long hallway. But 

this time the door at the other end is red. 

And the sensor is in full working order. 

 

  

When Angst turned 40, he knew it was 

over. His chance to be a knight had long 

since passed. Not to mention that Angst is 

also one of the few able to wield "the 

magic" which has been outlawed for 

2,000 years. But when Unsel is besieged 

by dangerous monsters without warning, 

the world that shunned magic now turns 

to Angst for help. And he is happy to 

listen - once his back stops hurting. On 

the edge of a mid-life crisis, Angst drags 

his reluctant friends along with him on an 

adventure. He's not sure where they're 

going, or even if they'll survive. But he 

knows this is his one chance to be a hero 

because the only way to fight magic is 

with magic. 

 

http://www.amazon.com/Angst-

ebook/dp/B004D4ZZ54/ 



The Great Hunt 

 

By James J. A. Gray 

 

 

They moved swift and silent as 

shadows across the Wastes; feet wrapped 

in treated skins tied with dried long-grass 

and their bodies hooded and cloaked in 

beast-hide dyed the colour of the sand 

through which they trekked. Their skin 

was tanned a light bronze and many bore 

visible markings, scars, and tribal tattoos 

upon their sun-beaten flesh. At their 

bellies, crudely made thin iron plates were 

tied, each plate bearing the head of a lion, 

fangs bared in a ferocious snarl. As they 

crested the first dune, the leader raised a 

muscled arm and crouched. Those 

following – roughly thirty in number - 

fanned out and followed their leader’s 

direction, bringing themselves low against 

the dune’s rise, out of sight. The leader – a 

giant of a man named Rhatka – waved 

forward his scouts and pointed them in the 

direction of the second dune in the 

distance, beyond which could be seen a 

rising dust cloud. Something approached. 

The four men hefted their spears made of 

wood and bronze and sprinted over the 

sandy mound toward the second dune, 

moving over the top and out of sight. 

Rhatka watched in patient, calculating 

silence as the four men disappeared from 

view, turning his hazel eyes to scan the 

horizon. The dust-cloud dissipated as it 

reached the second dune and all was as 

still and quiet as death. Rhatka felt a mild 

uneasiness sweep over him in the silence, 

broken only by the whistling breeze that 

ran through the valleys created by the 

dunes. Then he saw them, two of the 

scouts he had sent, running as fast as 

mortal legs could carry. Rhatka stood then 

and watched them run, arms swinging 

wildly as they stumbled down the steep 

sandy slope into the valley toward them, 

weapons lost. As he breathed in the air he 

smelled the reason for their flight; he 

smelled fear. They screamed at him in 

their native tongue as they ran, and Rhatka 

listened to their fearful voices as they rang 

out across the barren landscape and 

pierced the wind-swept valley.  

“Kosey! Rhatka, Kosey!”  

Lion.  

The first of the scouts made it into 

the valley and began his climb up the 

second dune while the other lagged a scant 

few meters behind, still making his way 

down the treacherous slope when the 

ground beneath him exploded in a choking 

cloud of sand. A massive form emerged 

from the haze, looming like a titan over the 

valley and struck like a viper, closing 

enormous fanged jaws around the lagging 

scout and crushing him in an instant. The 

remaining Scout managed to stumble to 

the top of the hill before losing his footing 

and falling into the path of the giant cat, 

helpless before the beast’s giant paws. A 

Second head rose from out of the swirling 

sand to join the first, eying the hilltop. 

Two large manes wreathed the massive 

heads that gleamed in the twin suns glaring 

overhead; their eyes the colour of pitch. It 

moved forward then, causing the rest of 

the sand to collapse and envelop the 

remaining Scout before he had time to run. 

Stopping half-way up the first dune, it 

turned all eyes upon the man standing at 

the lip: the warrior Rhatka. Rearing back 

on its hind legs, both mouths opened and a 

tremendous reverberating roar thundered 

forth, causing many of the tribes-people to 

cower back and hold their ears. Rhatka 

stood firm against the cacophonous blast 

of sound as the paws of the giant beast 

came crashing down into the side of the 

dune upon which he held firm. Casting 

aside his fur cloak and baring his scarred 

and tattooed musculature to the wind, he 

let his hand fall upon the pommel of the 

two-handed blade at his hip and pulled it 

free from its hold. The intricately carved 

weapon sang as it cut the air and Rhatka 

rejoiced in its deadly tune. Gazing upon 

the enormous desert-lion he pointed the 

blade and roared an oath in defiance.  



“I am Rhatka, son of Orlack of the Kosey 

Clan, Champion of the Feral Wastes, and 

on this day I shall rip out your hearts and 

feed them to my people!”  

Those who stood around him 

cheered as he roared his challenge, raising 

their spears and shouting at the two-headed 

cat. Their fear abated as their leader roused 

their spirits with his courageous boasting. 

Caught off guard by the sudden 

appearance of those on the crest of the hill, 

the desert-lion stepped back a pace and 

roared once more. With a motion from 

Rhatka’s blade, every man on the dune 

hurled his spear at the cat; some bouncing 

harmlessly off of its massive muscular 

form whilst others scored shallow wounds 

or cuts across its flank, angering it. Rhatka 

roared for his men to draw their blades and 

waited for the beast’s next move.  

Fangs bared, flank bleeding from a score 

of wounds, the creature snarled and threw 

itself at the dune, bounding up the side as 

the thirty warriors of the Kosey tribe 

charged to meet it in glorious combat.  

The first man met his end at the 

crushing swipe of a massive paw, 

flattening him into the dune before he had 

a chance to raise his sword. The next met 

death with a giant claw through the chest, 

and another through the abdomen; the 

razor-sharp appendage piercing the thin, 

battered iron plate and emerging through 

his spinal column, pinning him to the 

ground. Not a single warrior screamed as 

he met his end, for the members of the 

Kosey clan fought and died with roaring 

defiance. A fourth warrior managed a deep 

cut upon the lion’s right thigh before one 

of the heads lunged down and ensnared 

him between serrated fangs, cutting the 

man to pieces and raining viscera and gore 

upon those at its feet. The beast roared in 

frustration as it lashed out with massive 

crushing paws, razor-sharp fangs, and a 

flailing tail that flattened several men at a 

time with each blow. Rhatka stood with 

one foot at the top of the mound, surveying 

the battle below and roared down at the 

lion in challenge, causing the other 

members of the Kosey clan to retreat 

several paces out of the killing range of the 

giant cat. The desert-lion snarled once 

more and bounded up the dune toward the 

Champion of the Feral Wastes, set for the 

kill. Rhatka took several paces back, 

raising the great blade above his head and 

then charged forward, leaping from the 

edge into oblivion and the jaws of hell 

with a final roar upon his lips.  

They met in a clash of steel and flesh, the 

blade biting deep and true as Rhatka, son 

of Orlack slew the giant cat. The etched 

sword swung in a brutal arc, cleaving the 

first head from the massive shoulders, 

sending the beast reeling in pain and 

confusion at the loss of one of its vital 

parts. Rhatka met it again, running beneath 

its legs and slashing overhead, splitting its 

belly open and pouring steaming entrails 

onto the sand. The Champion turned as the 

great beast fell, watching as the maimed 

corpse toppled lifeless to the sand. A great 

rousing cheer arose from the men circled 

about them, filling the shallow valley with 

their chorus as Rhatka moved to the body, 

ramming his blade into the earth and 

reaching shoulder-deep inside the great 

lion’s chest cavity. After a moment he 

pulled back blood-stained arms and 

revealed the two massive hearts clutched 

in each hand, pulsing their last. Raising 

them to the sky he tilted his head up 

toward the twin suns, letting his long 

raven-black hair fall down his back, and 

roared his triumph to the air. 

 

  



A Suitable Career for a Promising 

Young Man 

 

By Jeff Durkin 

 

Melville felt the deck wrench away 

from him as a pair of rocket torpedoes 

impacted against the hull of the HMS 

Ajax. He was slammed into the steel 

bulkhead by the force of the explosions 

and then dropped back to the deck, body 

numb from the impact. As he lay there, 

feeling nothing but a dull pain in his left 

leg, he could hear the soft hiss of 

atmosphere escaping from the ship. 

 

That's not good, he thought. The 

hull's been breached. If I can hear air 

venting, we must have taken a severe hit. 

We could be dead in space. I need to move. 

 

There was a loud screeching sound 

that vibrated through the metal hull of the 

Ajax. With the numbness being replaced 

by pins and needles, Melville tried 

unsuccessfully to pull himself along the 

deck towards a lifeboat station. 

 

We must have lost integrity, he thought, 

recognizing the sound of metal tearing. 

The stresses from manoeuvring are tearing 

the ship apart. In a few minutes, we could 

disintegrate. Damn it, move! 

 

After a long few moments, 

Melville was able to pull himself along the 

deck. His legs were still not working 

properly and the pain was getting worse, a 

sharp stabbing in his left knee. He wanted 

to look, but forced himself not to. He knew 

that his only chance was to get to a 

lifeboat. Then he could worry about his 

leg. 

 

"Melville!" 

 

Melville looked over his shoulder 

as he heard his named called. Lieutenant 

Bishop Harcourte was racing down the 

corridor towards him. Behind the 

lieutenant were a half-dozen other 

crewmen. 

 

"Here you lot," Harcourte said, then 

pointing to Melville," pick him up." 

 

Melville saw that drying blood 

caked Harcourte's face. "Bish…what 

happened?" He winced in pain as two 

crewmen lifted him off the deck. 

 

Bishop grinned, bits of congealed 

blood flaking off. "Not mine. Captain 

Leighton was standing next to me when a 

panel blew on the bridge. Poor boy lost his 

head. I'm afraid that you're now the senior 

officer." 

 

Melville, nodded. The intense pain 

in his leg was forcing him into a delirious, 

semi-conscious state. "I'm passing out. Get 

us off the ship." 

 

"My thoughts exactly, old boy. Wouldn't 

do to have Her Majesty's Finest reduced to 

orbital flotsam." 

 

The last thing Melville could 

remember was Harcourte's face, smeared 

with drying blood, slashed by a jaunty 

grin. And then, darkness. 

 

 

 

 

 

"... Mister Edison's latest invention is 

certain to change our world forever. The 

Contragravity Engine will allow Man to 

spread to the other bodies of the Solar 

System. Her Majesty's Government has 

already announced the intention of 

forming a new body within the Navy to be 

named the Solar Exploration Fleet, whose 

task will be to use vessels propelled by 

Contragravity Engines to explore our 

planetary neighbours and plant whatever 

colonies may be practicable. It is believed 

that other governments around the world 

will soon follow suit..." 



 

- The Times, 23 May 1886 

 

 

 

 

 

Melville sat before the desk in his 

father's study. He was waiting for the Old 

Man to cease whatever task he was 

busying himself with and take notice. 

Melville knew enough not to interrupt his 

father, only to sit patiently. Otherwise, the 

Old Man would burst into a rage and 

bellow about ‘lost work’ and how Melville 

was ‘an ungrateful wretch who has no idea 

of how I labor for his future’ and so forth. 

 

So, Melville waited. 

 

Presently, his father looked up 

from the stack of papers he had been 

poring over. He cleared his throat, adjusted 

his round framed spectacles and began. 

 

"Well my boy, you have finished with 

university. Now what?" 

 

It was the moment Melville had dreaded. 

 

Father expects me to know my entire 

future at this moment, he thought. How do 

I tell him what I've decided? 

 

After a short but agonizing 

hesitation, Melville cleared his throat, 

looked his father straight in the eyes and 

said, "I'm joining the Navy, sir." 

 

Melville inwardly shrank into a 

defensive ball, ready for what he assumed 

would be a storm of invectives expressing 

disappointment over his decision and, 

almost certainly, his very existence. 

 

Instead, Melville's father smiled, nodded. 

"First intelligent thing I think I've heard 

from you, boy. Whatever they taught you 

at Oxford must have had an impact. Here I 

thought you'd ask for a position in the 

firm." 

 

Melville's father stood, walked over to the 

wet bar, poured two generous glasses of 

scotch and handed one to Melville. 

 

"To you, boy. Here's to seeing what kind 

of man you become." 

 

 

 

 

 

"Her Majesty's Government has confirmed 

rumours that the Navy's contragravity 

warship Victory has encountered civilized 

life on the surface of Mars. The Victory, 

flagship of Admiral Cooke's Solar 

Exploration Fleet, has been engaged in 

survey operations at the Red Planet for the 

past 6 months. Although few details have 

been given, it appears that Mars has an 

extensive, if decaying, civilization. In a 

statement for the press from the Foreign 

Ministry, it is stated that "Martian 

civilization, while planet wide, appears to 

be in a state of decline and is of no threat 

to humanity or the Empire." 

 

- The Times, 18 June 1890 

 

 

 

 

Melville winced as a Martian 

javelin passed within inches of his head. 

He was not distracted enough to cease 

firing into the mass of Martian warriors 

advancing on his position. Melville and a 

dozen other members of the crew of the 

HMS Lioness were arrayed in a staggered 

line along the rim of the vast Central 

Canal, a mile wide trench that fed half the 

planet with polar water. They had been 

chased here by a Martian nomad clan over 

15 miles of desert. Now, their horses were 

panting foam and they had run out of space 

to flee. 

 



"Pour it in, lads!" Sergeant Smyth, 

the senior NCO, bellowed, all the while 

tumbling Martians to the pale red sand 

with each round from his Martini-Henry 

rifle. 

 

The Martians were naked, as was 

their fashion. Melville appreciated this 

custom when practiced by the handsomely 

voluptuous, ruddy skinned female of the 

species, but found it a bit disturbing when 

the subject was a 300 pound Martian male 

armed with javelin and axe and bearing 

down on him with a murderous glint in his 

pale green eyes. 

 

Still, he thought as one of the on-

rushing warriors flopped to the ground, a 

lead slug from Melville's sidearm tangled 

in his intestines, they do go down as easy 

as any man. 

 

Which was the last coherent 

thought Melville was able to form for the 

next few minutes as the Martian warriors 

crashed into the British position and a 

violent melee ensued. From that moment 

on, Melville was focused on only two 

things; killing the enemy and avoiding 

being killed himself. He dodged the swing 

of one Martian axe, beat in the owner's 

head with the butt of his pistol until very 

red, very human-looking blood welled up 

from the shattered skull. Dropping his 

empty side arm, he scooped up the axe and 

swung at a charging Martian. He felt the 

distressing - yet oddly pleasing - shudder 

in his arm as the steel of the axe head met 

bone. 

 

The rest of the fight was a blur, 

shot through with moments of clarity. 

Sergeant Smyth dispatching one Martian 

after another with an elegant display of 

bayonet work. Seaman Jones stuck in the 

back with a blow that almost cut him in 

two. One of the horses running madly 

about, eyes wide with terror, before 

leaping over the lip of the canal, into the 

water far below. A Martian warrior 

kneeling on the sand, trying to stop the 

flow of blood from the stump of his arm 

with his remaining hand.  And, finally, the 

few remaining Martians fleeing into the 

desert. 

 

"Right. Lads, see to our wounded. See if 

there's any hope for them," Sergeant 

Smyth ordered in a voice that betrayed no 

fatigue from the fight. He then turned to 

Melville. 

 

"Are you all right , sir?" 

 

"Yes, Sergeant. Well done." 

 

"Thank you sir. These Martians...they look 

tough, but they don't have much sand in a 

stand-up fight. Now, those Venusian 

lizardmen...that's something else." 

 

 

 

 

 

"King Leopoldville, Belgium's Venus 

Colony – Here on Venus, the sun seems to 

neither rise nor set. Instead, the perpetually 

overcast sky glows a pale grey-yellow, day 

and night. And your correspondent has 

learned that under this funereal light is a 

crime against every concept of humanity. 

In mines, plantations, and in the 

manufactories of the Belgian King, toil the 

lizardmen of this colony, which is little 

more than one vast slave camp..." 

 

- New York Herald, 8 November 1899 

 

 

 

 

 

Melville reclined in one of the 

sumptuous chairs in the officer's lounge of 

the HMS Furious. He was engaged in 

reading the latest edition of Jane's Review 

of Contragravity Vessels.  The issue 

focused on the growing German space 

navy. One day, we'll probably be banging 



away at the Kaiser's ships, Melville 

thought. Hopefully, no time soon. 

 

The hatch to the lounge swung 

open. Lieutenant Parsons dashed through, 

without bothering to close and dog the 

hatch behind him. Melville noticed and 

was about to reprimand the young officer 

for this flagrant disregard of regulations, 

but stopped when he saw the evident 

concern on Parsons's face. 

 

"Sir, beg pardon, but wireless just received 

new orders from the Admiralty." 

 

Melville frowned. The Furious was 

returning from a 6-month tour of the outer 

colonies - the latest settlements that had 

been planted among the harsh moons of 

Jupiter - and was due for dock time at 

Scapa Flow. An order from the Admiralty 

would most likely not be "Welcome 

Home." 

 

"Go ahead." 

 

Parsons handed Melville a page of onion 

sheet. "We're going to Venus to free the 

Hissers." 

 

"Parsons, they are not Hissers ... they are 

the Kallundians of Venus ... if you must 

use such base language, do it with the 

ranks, not among the officers." 

 

Parsons blushed. "Sorry sir ... but still, 

we're going to end slavery in the Belgian 

colony." 

 

Melville sighed, reading the onion sheet. 

"Should I continue or do you just wish to 

tell me everything in the message?" 

 

"Sorry sir." 

 

Melville understood the young 

officer's enthusiasm. When he had joined 

the service every mission seemed the 

beginning of a new, grand adventure. 

Now, 8 years later, some of the lustre had 

worn off. Still, being sent to do something 

besides put down another Martian revolt or 

show the flag in some godforsaken corner 

of the Solar System had a nice feel to it. 

 

The orders were clear; "All 

elements of the 4th Fleet are ordered to 

proceed at best speed to Venus and take up 

position above King Leopoldville. There, 

support will be provided to the 17th 

Lancers and the King's Own Scottish 

Borderers who will be enforcing an act of 

Parliament, calling for an end to the 

practice of forced labour among the 

denizens of Venus by the government of 

Belgium. Further, all cooperation will be 

extended to the American Venusian 

Expeditionary Force, composed of 4 

cruisers and 8 companies of Marines, who 

are acting in concert with Her Majesty's 

Government. Any hostile actions on the 

part of Belgian space or ground forces will 

be met with all force necessary. Signed, 

Fisher, First Sea Lord." 

 

"Well, that's that. Parsons, get to the bridge 

and tell navigation to get us heading to 

Venus, flank speed. I will inform the 

Captain," assuming he is sober, Melville 

added, to himself. 

 

Parsons saluted and left, this time 

closing the hatch. Melville neatly folded 

over the corner of the page he had been 

reading, replaced the journal in its rack and 

looked out of the lounge's observation 

porthole. Space seemed to warp slightly, as 

the contragravity engine changed the 

course of the ship and propelled it towards 

its distant destination. What an odd 

feeling, he thought, to be doing something 

that feels right. 

 

He left to rouse the Captain. 

 

 

 

 

" ... Germany will not be denied a rightful 

place among the stars. We will not be kept 



confined to Earth or to a few scraps that 

England, France and Russia deign to throw 

to us. We do not want war. We do not 

want more than is our fair share. But the 

people of Germany will not be denied that 

share." 

 

- Kaiser Wilhelm the Second, 2 July 1906 

 

 

 

 

Melville kept drifting in and out of 

consciousness. He recalled being dragged 

into the Ajax's lifeboat, but not being 

ejected from the ship. When he next came 

to, Harcourte was at the controls of the 

small craft. The crewmen who had carried 

him from the stricken warship were 

strapped into the acceleration couches of 

the lifeboat, all with worried looks on their 

faces. Melville found himself strapped to 

one of the bunks reserved for casualties. A 

small observation porthole was next to 

him. 

 

From it, he could see the fate of the 

Ajax. The 100-meter long battleship was 

breaking up. Whole sections of the hull 

were peeling away as the contragravity 

engine ran out of control. Ragged holes 

clustered about the bow of the ship, signs 

of multiple rocket torpedo and shell 

impacts. And then, in a moment of silent 

violence, the Ajax came apart, the 

contragravity engine tearing free of the 

hull, disappearing into the darkness of 

space, leaving an expanding cloud of torn 

metal and frozen bodies behind it. 

 

"Good God," Melville croaked. 

 

"Don't worry, old boy." Harcourte was 

now standing next to the bunk, having 

heard his friend stirring. "It just came over 

the wireless. We've won." 

 

Melville forced out through lips that 

seemed painfully dry," Won? But the 

Ajax?” 

 

Harcourte nodded. "Oh, we took some 

licks. But the Kaiser's fleet is retreating to 

its Lunar anchorage. They won't be able to 

keep the supply lines open to their forces 

on Mars. And, when Mars falls, it's only a 

matter of time before they have to 

surrender. We won." 

 

Melville felt himself starting to drift off 

again. "We won..." he muttered, uncertain 

whether it was a statement or a question. 

 

  

The Handlers, a race of centipede like aliens, want 

nothing less than to rid the universe of all intelligent 

life. The lifespan of each Handler is longer than most 

suns and there are countless trillions of them living in 

Dyson Spheres scattered throughout the galaxy.  

The Arwen, led by Captain Marjorie Cook, stumbles 

upon one while trying to find a way home after 

getting lost in deep in space. She has to sacrifice 

everything to prevent them from finding Earth.  

 

The Arwen Book Two: Manifest Destiny, is the 

second book in the Arwen series which started with 

Book one: Defender. It is a standalone story and 

reading Defender is not necessary to understand the 

world or the characters. 

 

http://www.amazon.com/Arwen-Book-two-Manifest-

Destiny-

ebook/dp/B00EXS9VWI/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&q

id=1399922734&sr=1-1  
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Smoke 

By Pete Sutton 

“What is it!” I had asked 

innocently 

“Smoke” she replied 

“Yes, but what is it?” 

“It will make you fly in your dreams” 

That’s what she said, that’s what made me 

take it. 

The users that had been on it the longest 

spent most of their lives asleep. It wasn’t a 

party drug. Some took sleeping pills too. 

Keeping themselves out of the land of the 

waking. 

‘It will make you fly in your 

dreams.’ How little that explains and yet 

how enticing it sounds. Little bags of 

yellow dust looking like powdered ginger. 

Smelling of exotic places, of dream, of 

wind. They said that it came from 

Madagascar. I didn’t really care. 

“Smoke, ginger, broom, zippy.” 

They say now on street corners. Many 

names for a nameless high, a manikin root 

ground up dry and crumbled into a pipe 

giving sweet smoke filled dreams. I am an 

eagle, a jinn, a supersonic jet. I fly. The 

ground zips past beneath me. Everything is 

hyper real, I feel the wind on my face, the 

calls of surprised birds, the smell of 

summer clouds. I fly. 

Three days later I realise that I 

never asked for her name or number, never 

noticed that she’d gone after our first, and 

so far only, night together. I woke with a 

buzz, dressed in a kinetic rush and ran for 

the door. I had to have more. 

“Ginger, broom, zippy, pipe!”  

“Yeah give me some my man, I 

need to fly tonight.” 

This was no gateway, this was all the way 

inside enemy country.  

The inevitable phone calls “Why 

aren’t you in work today?”, “I cooked 



dinner for you, the least you could do was 

phone to say you weren’t coming!”, “Dude 

not seen you for ages, fancy a drink?” 

Goodbye job, family, friends, hello flight, 

hello smoke. 

“You know when you leap from a 

height and fall in water?” I asked Joe, who 

called round one day, worried about me.  

“Well it’s nothing like that really, but you 

know the buzz you get when you’ve 

survived a fall like that? The buzz I 

imagine skydivers feel?” 

“Uh-huh.” 

Joe was like that, man of few words, I was 

already itching to get back to it, to jump 

off the cliff of awake and fly on wings of 

smoke. 

“You’ll just have to try it.” 

I was a bad friend, the first hit is 

always free, isn’t that what pushers do? 

Joe was my best friend but I brought him 

in all the same. The waking world had 

ceased to hold my attention. I was vaguely 

apprehensive about that. Like the time I 

spotted that one of my moles was bleeding 

and did nothing about it. I was worried for 

a while but the feeling eventually went 

away. You just can’t hold bad things in 

your mind all the time. The minutiae of 

life make you forget until you glance in a 

mirror and see that the mole is a different 

colour, has grown larger and is reminding 

you that ‘something bad is going to 

happen.’ Not that it ever did. My mole that 

is. It didn’t get any worse. I eventually 

stopped worrying about it, or rather my 

worries got further and further apart. 

Anyway the first bad sign was that 

the phone stopped working. I hadn’t been 

paying the bills. I hadn’t been paying any 

bills. All my money was going on Smoke 

and sleeping pills. I had lost track of time. 

I thought that, you know, I’d get bored of 

flying and get on with my life again soon. 

I was using more, taking more pills too. 

My life, as they say on those adverts, was 

spiralling out of control. I hadn’t seen Joe 

again after the first couple of times he 



crashed at mine. I sometimes wondered 

where he was. 

I realised I didn’t know who she 

was, or why I listened (because I was 

trying to get in her pants obviously) or 

where she went. I have taken to looking 

for her in cafes and bars. Amongst the sad 

fuckers washed up on the streets (with that 

nagging sensation that I would be there 

soon), in shops, next to traffic lights. It’s 

how I spend my days, my waking hours. 

You can only sleep so long. That’s how I 

caught a glance in the mirror. On the 

street. In a department store. I was thin, 

stick-like, with ravaged eyes, unwashed, 

matted hair. I needed to fly. My stash was 

running low. I would need to get more 

soon. 

“Coke, Blow, Uppers, E” they say 

as I walked past. “Broom?” I say 

hopefully. “There ain’t no smoke no more 

dude. The man shut it down. Was only 

being grown in one lab. Some genetically 

modified shit, a Frankendrug. There is no 

more. D’ya want some Acid or Shrooms, 

they’ll make you fly.”    

No smoke? None to be had ever 

again? I went to Joe’s but he wasn’t there. 

Hadn’t been for a week or so. Had been 

thrown out by his landlord for not paying 

his bills. As I said, I’m a bad friend. I 

wondered why he’d never come to my 

place. After, I mean. Perhaps he was dead. 

Perhaps she was dead? Perhaps she was 

only a figment of my imagination? 

I staggered home, kicked open the 

swollen door, put the latest red letters on 

the pile with the rest. I went to the 

bedroom. All I could smell was those high 

summer clouds, an exotic spice. I checked, 

enough for a few pipes, enough pills. 

Smoke and pills.  

# 

I am careful to drop the empty 

packets down between the floorboards 

where they won’t find them. The brown 

spicy smoke swirls around the room as I 



lie down and close my eyes. I will fly 

forever now. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A Selection of Verses 

By Valery Riddle 

Foreseer. 

 

What is Fire, burning through the veins 

and stripping off the control with its 

passion? 

What is Wind, tearing the heart out and 

whispering consolations? 

What is Water, sweeping one off the feet 

and washing away the sins? 

What is Earth, yawning open under the 

feet and keeping secrets? 

What is Anthracite, knowing the others' 

thoughts and laughing at them in mazes? 

What is Light, blinding in rage and 

inspiring to believe? 

What is Darkness, accentuating the sins 

and hiding the virtues? 

What is Chaos, seeing all and not watching 

them? 

What is Order, leading along the right path 

and demanding blind obedience? 

What is Time, without which nothing will 

happen and which will destroy everything? 

What is Word, with which began the path 

in the dark? 

What is Silence, without which a sound 

cannot be heard? 

 

The knowledge is oozing like energy 

through the fingers - in these tired, half-

closed eyes with heavy lids one can see 

wisdom and, deeper, a gap to unknown 

Eternity. Will you, stranger, be brave 

enough to look into that abyss? 

 

 

Dingus Xavier has the worst luck ever. As if just being 

named ‘Dingus’ weren't enough, he's the red-headed son 

of an elven mother and a human father.  

He might also be a berserker -- and those are just the 

things he knows about.  

Sir Vandis Vail has always been too busy serving his 

goddess to consider training a Squire, but when he comes 

across a lynch mob attacking a young man, he can't let it 

stand. In obedience to his divine Lady, he takes the boy 

into the Order of the Knights of the Air as a Squire. 

Dingus Xavier, though, is far more than he bargained for; 

a gifted ranger, but deeply damaged by a life of abuse. 

Vandis doesn't know how to begin to help Dingus face his 

pain, and he can't handle his own paternal instincts, either. 

When a rival religious order targets the Knights for 

extinction, it could be the straw that breaks Vandis's back. 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00H5IPASW  
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Chaos. 

 

I break the chains with the agony of my 

voice and burn through anthracite with the 

whip of my gaze. 

I am as eternal as the Universe in a second 

before its explosion. 

I am nothingness, encapsulating the alpha 

and the omega of everything. 

I am invisible and present everywhere. 

 

My word ruins cities and directs fates. 

My gaze is the predestination of dying life. 

The world created by me is brutal. 

My forgiving touch burns. 

 

Having gotten to know me, you will never 

cease shivering from understanding the 

infinity, the despair and the futility. 

Having perceived the world inside me, you 

will never sleep peacefully again. 

Having denied this knowledge, you will 

lose more than a life. 

Having conceived hatred for my face, you 

will open a door which you should not 

have. 

Having closed your eyes, you will feel the 

fire in my pupils. 

Having awoken my craving for possession, 

you will break the world around you to 

shards. 

Fighting me you will lose to yourself. 

Having gotten in the way of my game, you 

will erase multiple pages from the history 

of humankind. 

Having succumbed to me, you will receive 

the wings of power. 

Killing my ego is impossible. 

 

Those, who stood in my way, were 

doomed for Eternity. 

Those, who were not obedient to me, fell 

to their knees in tears. 

Those, who succumbed to their nature, 

became insignificant in their greatness. 

Those, who cursed me, knew nothing of 

human stupidity. 

Those, who never listened to me, are long 

dead. 

 

Before deciding your destiny, get to know 

me fully. You will spend all of your life 

doing that, but the struggle will possibly 

soon be over. I would not know. Pain is 

the only thing I am unaware of. 

 

Needle. 

 

I will cut love into thin sharp shreds from 

which I will sew a cold blanket, unable to 

comfort me even on warm nights. It will 

be beautiful, everybody will admire and 

desire it - but I will not want it. It will be 

torn back into bloodied rags and 

everybody will take one with them, 

tattered and worthless ... . And I will be 

left with a needle in my hand, to assemble 

a new fairy-tale, maybe about death, 

maybe about somebody's smile, that has 

been thrown all over the world and is 

invisible until there is time to tear off a 

piece of it - just to have it. I will be warm 

without a blanket. 

 

 

 

 

 



Void. 

 

There will be time, when I draw the black 

curtain and in darkness will go away to a 

far-away timeless world, where nothing 

changes, where everything has stilled and 

does not live. And then this world, that is 

now running behind the windows, will 

freeze and stop for me. Something will be 

happening, something will be taking place, 

but outside, without touching my inner 

self. Whereas I will be walking in a black 

maze, sliding my palms over the walls, 

like a soundless, silent mime, who has 

discovered the true nature of his 

loneliness, and thinking, thinking about the 

fate of the world that is never to happen... 

Clash. 

 

The hand you give in outstretched 

possession - 

You light the only beacon on my windy 

path 

As wizard weaves a spell around his oak 

staff 

And offers strong defence from hunger and 

obsession. 

 

Behold! This world is growing stronger in 

its vice! 

You can no more so innocently love and 

live. 

I need your presence near me while I still 

breathe 

Unless some Outer Power decides to throw 

the dice. 

 

The air wears thin with every gulp I take; 

This fancy stained-glass already starts to 

weaken. 

I soon shall lie in shards - these tricks me 

sicken 

For you have lit the world and shown me 

it's fake. 

 

Your angelness me-devil saves from 

drastic heaven. 

With every step I Light escape and you I 

near. 

And never any wandering heart shall 

overhear 

How falcon-you I take as dark and 

ominous raven. 

 

Summoning circle 

 

Come stand inside the circle on the sand – 

It’s glowing as I whisper words to waves, 

It’s written to make elements my slaves. 

Come take your place beside me on the 

land. 

With failure of the spell I’ll only start to 

weaken, 

The power of the worlds will crumble into 

dust. 

The power of the Lord will slip my fingers 

fast. 

With failure of the spell I shan’t be 

stricken. 

Unless the winds will hinder the foreseer 

Not one will stand between my prize and 

me, 

Not one will hide in woods my path to thee 

Unless thy thoughts will never hold me 

dear. 

 



Soulless Master 

 

At night you come for the heart 

That lies there for you all naked, 

That waits for you – to be taken, 

To feel this pain in every part. 

You take it away somewhere, 

No one has spotted you here. 

You steal it without fear - 

For them it’s so hard to bear. 

It’s beating faster and faster, 

You know that, don’t you, dear? 

You hear the beating so clear, 

But you are the soulless Master. 

The Master of taking away breathing, 

Of killing people with just looking, 

And every victory you are booking 

Means nothing – no more wreathing. 

That deadly poison to your liking 

Brewing in the cauldron upon fire 

Fills the stolen heart with desire 

Or maybe kills it with swift striking. 

Whoever’s it was – no matter, 

The person won’t ever claim it, 

And I couldn’t ever blame it 

For never knowing better. 

‘Cause all I know for certain 

Is here, upon my chest lying 

The heart that’s no more trying 

Escape as the mighty Titan. 

And it now can beat no faster 

‘Cause I have secured just fine 

This heart that is now all mine, 

My dear, soulless Master. 

 

  

Twisted Tales: Fantasy, Science Fiction and Horror 

Stories is a collection of stories spawned from the 

mind of the author, Mike Wolff. A lover of all 

things related to the above mentioned genres, many 

of these stories started out as dreams that the author 

felt the need to put to page. They are laced with 

dark humour and a twisted view on life.  

This collection is filled with colourful characters, 

interesting plots, and a variety of locations. 

So sit down, get comfortable and read these stories 

right before bed, and maybe you will be visited by 

some twisted stories of your own! 

http://www.amazon.com/Twisted-Tales-Fantasy-

Science-Fiction-

ebook/dp/B00JF4HDB6/ref=la_B00IEE9TBA_1_2?s=bo

oks&ie=UTF8&qid=1399926661&sr=1-2 
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Trouble at the Docks 

By Jim King 

Chapter Two. 

 

Fully awake now and with 

everything that sergeant Peck had told me 

buzzing in my mind I found lying in bed, 

doing nothing, impossible. 

I called a nurse in and asked for 

paper and a pencil, she bought back paper 

but one of those horrible wax pens that 

look like a child’s toy. I sent her off to find 

a proper pencil or a pen. How hard is it to 

fend a pencil in a hospital? 

As it turned out fairly hard as it 

took her a good twenty minutes before she 

came back with half a pencil and one badly 

in need a sharpening at that. So I sent her 

off to find a knife. 

Five minutes later a doctor came in 

to ask me how I was and why I wanted 

something sharp. I quickly gained the 

impression he was concerned I wanted to 

kill myself or something equally 

ridiculous.  

“Doctor, it’s this damn pencil, I 

need to sharpen it. You don’t happen to 

have a knife do you?” 

“Oh, is that all.” He rummaged in 

the pockets of his white coat and pulled 

out a small pen knife 

I set to sharpening the pencil then 

came across a new problem, what to do 

with the shavings. The young doctor 

solved that problem by reaching under the 

bed and lifting up a small bin which I 

tipped the shavings into. 

“Thank you doctor, doctor?” 

“Harper” 

“Thank you doctor Harper”. 

I started to write everything Peck 

had told me on one sheet of paper while 

scribbling the few details that I could 

remember from last night on another sheet. 

The doctor turned to leave and a thought 

came to me. “Doctor Harper, the city 

mortuary is still based here is it not?” 

“Yes, right down the bottom, not 

that we talk about it though in case it 

upsets the patients. Why?” 

“The body from the docks this 

morning would be down there would it 

not?” 

“I suppose so, yes. Why?” The 

why was drawn out a little and had the first 

hints of suspicion in the voice. 

“Good, I will want to have a look 

at it today if possible.” 

Surprise, then shock then concern 

then determination chased each other 

across the doctor’s face. “Out of the 

question! A knock on the head like that, 

not to mention the knee, no, impossible. I 

will not have you trying to walk anywhere 

for at least a day or two.” 

The doctor had that determined 

look on his face that told me he would 

have me tied to the bed if he thought it 

would help but I had to get out of the room 

and do something. Anything at all to give 

my mind focus! Then an idea came to me. 

“What about a wheel chair then, no 

walking involved and I’m not planning to 

leave the hospital, just downstairs?” 



We looked at each other. I was 

determined to leave; he was determined to 

prevent me. We came to a compromise, a 

wheelchair and a nurse to push me around 

and stop me doing anything foolish. 

After swinging my legs out of bed 

and getting into the wheelchair I was very 

glad of the nurse, just that movement left 

me feeling dizzy and bending my left knee 

to get into the chair had almost caused me 

to cry out in pain. My coat was hanging by 

the door and I grabbed it and hung it about 

my shoulders as I was pushed out. 

# 

 

The mortuary was located in the 

deepest of the cellars under the hospital, a 

room naturally cool and made more so by 

the blocks of ice stacked in a pair of open 

topped chests at either end of the room. 

As soon as I entered my breath 

began to mist in front of my face and I 

quickly pulled my thin leather gloves from 

a pocket and put them on. A little shuffling 

allowed me to drape my coat over my 

upper body but I could see my legs getting 

cold under the thin hospital robe. 

There were three trolleys in the 

room, two covered with sheets, the third 

holding the body of a naked man, well 

most of the body given that it was missing 

an arm and half a leg on the side towards 

me. 

An elderly man stood beside this 

body, bent over slightly and probing at the 

missing leg with a thin metal tool of some 

sort, the shock of white hair standing 

above his long white coat made him seem 

almost ghostly in the clouds of mist 

coming off the ice. 

Professor Charles Alexander 

Carlyle. Doctor of Medicine, Doctor of 

anthropology, expert in birds, beasts and 

plants, acknowledged as one of the finest 

experts in the south west in many fields of 

biology. 

Oh and for many years the family 

doctor for Colonel and Mrs Thorn and 

their two children Arthur and Alexandra. 

I coughed politely. The old man 

stood up and turned his head. 

“Arthur, my boy, good to see you. 

How’s the knee, I heard you were upstairs 

as a patient again. Fourth time in as many 

years. You’re not a youngster anymore, 

you should be more careful.” 

I thought about explaining the 

circumstances behind my many visits to 

the hospital but decided not to. My old 

friend and family doctor also studied the 

nature of the mind and helped out at 

Charminster house, an asylum for the 

mentally deranged. A man of my status 

would never be sent to the Bedlam but I 

still had no desire to talk about some of the 

things I had seen over the years. 

“Fine professor” I lied. “Just fine”.  

He gave me a look that said all 

those years of treating me let him read me 

like a book. 

“And the Knee”. 

“Painful to bend, otherwise just an 

ache.”  

Professor Carlyle put down the tool 

he had been holding and walked over to 

me, as he approached he glanced at the 

nurse still standing behind the wheelchair. 



“Mary isn’t it? He will be fine here, 

go and have a cup of tea. I won’t let him 

escape.” 

Once the nurse had left the room 

and the door had closed he bent down 

beside the wheelchair and prodded a bony 

finger into the side of my left knee. 

I gasped as a shock of pain ran 

down to my toes and up to my waist. 

“Just an ache you said”. 

I gritted my teeth and said nothing. 

He stood up again and walked across the 

room to another door, he opened this to 

reveal a walk in cupboard, both sides lined 

with shelves that were filled by a multitude 

of items. 

He rummaged along several 

shelves for a minute then walked back 

toward me, something made of leather in 

one and a battered tin in the other. The 

leather turned out to be a brace that 

strapped above and below my knee, it was 

tight and made it hard to bend my knee but 

it was much stronger that my injured knee 

alone. 

“Be careful walking but that will 

help” 

Professor Carlyle then handed me 

the tin, about the size of a sugar tin, 

remnants of bright paint patterns just about 

visible. I lifted the lid and looked inside; it 

was half full of a fine white power and had 

a small silver spoon sitting half buried in 

the powder. 

“Mix one spoon of this with a good 

strong whisky morning and evening. It will 

help with the pain. Mind though one spoon 

only and twice a day.” 

I looked at the powder. “What is 

it?” 

Carlyle chuckled. “Just something 

from my private stock. One spoonful in 

whiskey and no more than twice a day.” 

I nodded. 

“Good.” He took the handles of the 

wheelchair and pushed me across the room 

to the uncovered body. 

“You may want to stand to see this 

Arthur.” 

I did so and found myself no more 

than a foot away from the remains of the 

body found that very morning. The 

professor picked up the metal rod he had 

been using to probe the wounds when I 

entered and used it to point to the wounds 

on the upper legs. 

“See here Arthur,” he said and 

pointed to one end of the oval shaped 

wounds which seemed to be deeper. Oddly 

staring at a torn apart dead body wasn’t 

bothering me, I wasn’t sure why. 

“Now see this one”, he pointed to 

another wound and then to the wounds on 

the other thigh. 

“Do you see?”  

I didn’t and said so. 

“Here let me show you over here, 

this may be clearer.” He stepped away 

from the body to the bench that ran the 

length of the room and picked up a number 

of sheets of what looked like paper but 

were almost transparent. He bought them 

to the trolley and put all but one down, this 

one he held next to one of the wounds and 



I could see charcoal marks on the paper 

matching the exact shape of the wound. 

“The bite shape, a dog or cat would 

have extended canines to the side; these 

have extended incisors or at least the front 

pair. Much larger frontal incisors. Only 

one type of creature with a bite like this.” 

He paused as if expecting me to have 

guessed what he was alluding to. 

“Rattus norvegicus most likely, the 

common brown rat. Not at all uncommon 

along the docks.” 

“Rats, these three were killed by 

rats?” 

“Eaten by rats certainly, as to killed 

by them, well that is not so certain. None 

of them drowned, no water in the lungs. 

All three look more like industrial 

accidents to be honest. The missing limbs 

all look to have been torn off not cut or 

chewed.” 

I looked at the body in front of us, 

both legs missing at the knee. “Industrial 

accident, he has no legs or right arm, what 

could have done that?” 

The professor gave me the look I 

remembered so well as a young man. 

“That Arthur is your job to find out.” 

 

My knee was beginning to pain me from 

the standing and the cold so I settled back 

into the wheel chair. 

The professor chuckled. “So not a 

monster at all. What! I hear the gossip 

even down here. Monster on the docks 

indeed.” 

“Well thank you professor, I’m 

sure the city will be pleased to hear that. 

I’ll get some constables looking for this 

factory that is killing people. The rats, well 

we can trap or shoot a few and use them as 

evidence, it’s not hard to find a rat in this 

city.” 

This case was looking to be 

concluded and I hadn’t left the hospital 

yet. A nice easy case for a change and 

nothing supernatural. 

“Be careful with these rats, these 

men were not killed by them but I have no 

doubts they could kill a person .” 

“Constabulary issue boots are quite 

stout professor and they cover the ankles, 

the men should be fine.” 

“Arthur I would be more worried 

about my throat were I you, these things 

could easily jump that high.” 

I was puzzled for a second, rat, 

small brown thing, a few inches long. I 

had the sudden image of a rat on springs 

and must have smiled. 

“I’m not joking Arthur, these 

things are likely to be dangerous, going 

after them with a few terriers will not 

work, they would eat the terriers for one 

thing.” 

“What, eat the terriers, just how big 

are these things?” 

The professor picked up the pile of 

papers, each of which had a rubbing of a 

wound and the bite sized marked on it. 

“This one is the smallest, a bit over two 

feet I would estimate. This one a bit 

bigger, maybe two and a half feet. This 

one, well judging by the bite size this one 

must be close to four feet.” 

Four feet, things had been looking 

so simple for a minute. Four foot long rats. 



Oh the chief Inspector was going to love 

this one. 

 

# 

The professor had called an orderly 

to wheel me back to my room and I had 

arranged for a message to be sent to the 

station, then, very tired, I fell asleep 

quickly. 

I was woken by someone talking 

next to me, the room was darker, by the 

sun it was late afternoon. The voice was a 

nurse, no it was a matron and she did not 

look happy. 

“Inspector, Inspector. Ah there you 

are, this man insisted he had to talk to 

you”. Peck stood in the doorway and she 

looked across at him as if he was making 

the room dirty. 

I coughed to clear my throat. 

“That’s fine matron, police business I’m 

afraid”. 

She harrumphed and marched out, 

“Five minutes, no more” floated back into 

the room from the corridor. 

By the time the sergeant had 

entered the room and stood half way 

between the bed and the door I was fully 

awake. 

“Anything to report sergeant?” 

“Nothing found so far sir, I have 

constables all along the docks asking 

questions. Mostly when people find out 

what we are looking for they either think 

it’s a joke or they realise it’s to do with the 

monster case and get right scared.” 

He pulled out his battered old 

notebook and flipped through the pages. 

“Five constables questioning 

people on the docks, I’ll keep three on the 

docks tonight. Any ships tied up overnight 

will be told to keep an eye open. Extra 

patrol of two constables will cover the 

warehouses behind the docks down to 

market road and the canal. I spoke to the 

city rat catcher, he doesn’t have anything 

that would catch a four foot rat other than 

poison. He suggested shotguns.” 

He put his note pad away. 

“I’ll keep a close eye on things sir, 

you rest up. I’ll be round in the morning.” 

He half turned toward the door then 

paused and looked back at me. “Anything 

else sir?” 

“No sergeant, carry on.” 

He walked to the door and stepped 

into the corridor outside but before he 

pulled the door shut he paused. 

“Four foot long rats sir, this is 

another weird one isn’t it?”  

I nodded and he closed the door. 

I fell asleep quickly but slept 

fitfully, dreams of huge rats jumping 

around me filled my sleeping thoughts. 

 

 

  



Wolf’s Burden 

By Stacey Welsh 

The old scar on my shoulder itches 

again, I try to ignore it, but with each 

passing day it becomes more insistent, like 

the draw from the drugs I used to inject, 

snort and smoke just to make it through 

one hell filled day to the next.  

My days as a filthy junkie, who 

dropped her panties for men to violate, so 

she could pay for her next fix were, 

thankfully, over. A new life had been 

granted me, but one with consequences. 

With each arising of the moon at its full 

glory, I would become something … else. 

Not human, not an animal. 

I would hunt, tracking down the 

warm scent of fear; soft warm bodies of 

the homeless within my jaws, warm flesh 

and dripping blood rendered from bone 

and sinew with my sharp claws. The 

metallic taste upon my tongue and across 

my fangs heightened my senses, brought 

forth my desire for more sweet flesh to 

devour until the bloodlust and urge to hunt 

had been satisfied for another lunar cycle. 

My Curse was my saving grace. 

It was upon one full moonlit night 

when I had been taken by his bite, my 

wretched body reeking of unwashed days 

and sordid encounters with the pipe, the 

bottle and the paying customer, laying 

upon a mattress that did not stink as much 

as I did.  

In my drugged up stupor I heard 

something, something blurry arose before 

me, akin to a large dog accompanied by 

the scent of wet fur that assailed my 

already damaged olfactory senses. I heard 

a slight growling.  

 

I felt a sharp pain to my shoulder, 

an agony that spread throughout my body 

worse than my unsuccessful drying out, 

cold turkey, bite your lip and take it like a 

woman. It was worse than any needle I had 

ever jammed into my ass to get high. This 

was four points piercing my flesh with 

pain multiplied by a thousand where he 

had punctured my skin with his sharp 

fangs.  

My scream sent pigeons into 

startled flight through the old abandoned 

building that I had made my ‘home’. It 

waited patiently for me to recover from the 

attack and then spoke. 

“I have chosen you, you are granted a 

second chance. The poison in your blood 

has been replaced with a great gift, a 

purification of your body and spirit. There 

will come a day and a time when you too 

must make this choice, to save a soulless 

creature from their eternal torment.” I 

looked up fearfully at it as my blood 

coursed throughout that eternal 

superhighway of veins and arteries. His 

nose twitched a little.  

“Calm yourself, I can smell your 

blood, others will too. You are in a 

dangerous and vulnerable state tonight, 

tomorrow your transformation will occur 

at the height of the full moon, it remains to 

be seen if you survive it.” With one hairy 

clawed paw he picked me up and slung me 

over his broad hairy shoulder, loping on 

three legs, or rather one arm and two legs, 

to his ‘Den’ a place under one of the many 

overpass bridges by the stormwater 

channels. 



I shivered through the rest of that 

night and hid from the light of day, 

burning too bright for my eyes, cleansed of 

the chemicals and crap I had forced into 

my body; I coughed, convulsed a little and 

vomited much of what little I had in my 

stomach. He smiled, his pale skin covered 

by loose clothing, a ragged beard covering 

chin cheeks and upper lips, eyes a wolfish 

gold. 

The day passed in almost abject 

misery, but the night was welcomed with 

the relief from the pain I had felt. He 

arose, shirtless and muscular in the pale 

light of the rising moon. He shivered and 

trembled … then let out a blood curdling 

howl that spoke to me in a way that 

nothing else ever had. 

He turned to me, his eyes glowing 

pale yellow against the streetlight … but 

there were no streetlights, the glow came 

from within his eyes themselves. He 

reached out to me, his form seemed bigger 

somehow, more muscular, and darker. His 

hand met mine, my soft skin against 

roughening fur. His hands trembled as they 

took mine in his large clawed paws.  

“It’s almost time, do not be afraid 

…” he said as he spoke, his nose and jaws 

elongated slowly, joining to become the 

nose and maw of a wolf’s I watched wide 

eyed in wonder and I opened my mouth to 

speak as the first light of the full moon 

touched me. 

My shoulder burned as if it were on 

fire and someone had tried to use dry ice to 

extinguish the flame, my legs went weak 

as the pain flowed through my body. I 

cried out as I heard the others of the pack 

howling a welcome to me, they slowly 

approached as I took my new form with 

my brothers and sisters, seven in all, 

including me. Our Pack had been 

responsible for a spate of ‘disappearances’ 

of Junkies, and the homeless. I had almost 

been the next victim, if he hadn’t changed 

his mind. 

But he had not told me why. 

 

I would soon learn that it is given 

to each wolf to sense when his time is 

upon him, the time when he loses the last 

of his humanity and becomes a full 

werewolf, unable to control the changes 

with the moon, he becomes one with his 

curse, shucking the humanity inside and 

becoming a feral beast. A burden we all 

must bear, a curse that we cannot break. 

It would be his time soon and I was 

there to witness his fall from 

humanity. 

The moon was crisp and bright, full 

and round. The larger craters were easily 

seen with our keen eyesight. I stood by 

him while he got to all fours, and snuffled 

at the ground, tracking prey, his tail 

swishing form side to side in 

concentration. I knew the quarry we 

hunted lay in a different direction but 

when I spoke to him, he growled with a 

more wolf-like lilt than I had ever heard 

him utter. 

He howled to the moon and then 

turned to face me, teeth bared as he stood 

upon all fours, globs of drool slobbering 

out from the exposed canines of his mouth. 

He lunged at me before I had time to react, 

his body trembling as he flew through the 

air, snapping jaws aimed at my furred 

throat. He was stronger but I was the quick 

one of our pack. I howled out a distress 



call to my Pack, they ran in long loping 

strides towards us but stopped in a circle to 

wait the outcome. 

Another thing I was not told … I 

was to be his killer that night. He who had 

saved me. He who had chosen me, for a 

purpose I now knew. I was to put him out 

of his misery, to remove his curse to let 

him die like a man. 

 

My jaws snapped back, claws 

raking fur and flesh to the yip and yelps of 

the fight. We rolled, snapping and clawing 

at each other, almost as if we were young 

wolves at play, but with a more deadly 

game to win. 

His jaws clamped upon my foreleg 

as I tore a part of his ear off with my razor 

sharp canines. He whimpered and yelped, 

turning to snap at me. Our battle wore on. 

Soon the ground was covered in a small 

pool of our combined blood. He was 

weakening yet so was I. I looked him in 

the golden eyes and saw the last shreds of 

his humanity disappear into the night, the 

feral wolf only remained. I had one chance 

now. 

With jaws opened wide, I lunged at 

his face. I felt my tongue touch the cold of 

his nose as I clamped my jaws around his 

own jaw and nose, making sure that I 

could breathe but he could not. 

I felt my pack mates join me, their 

warmth and support bringing me courage 

in my sorrow, knowing that this was 

something that had to be done. They stood 

beside me as I felt him weaken. My heart 

broke inside my chest and something took 

hold as I looked into his eyes, filled with 

fear. 

I released my grip on his nose and 

jaw, releasing him. He got up and 

scrambled away from us, eyes meeting 

each one of the wolves who stood before 

him. 

Beside me my pack mates growled. 

I knew that they were not pleased. They 

turned on me, surrounding me, I knew that 

what I had done was right, I could not kill 

he who had saved me. 

Their growls became more 

menacing, jaws snapped and heads 

lowered with teeth bared to the night’s 

chill air to glint against the moonlight in 

the alleyway. I stepped back my head 

down, my ears back and my tail lowered, it 

was not enough. 

The Alpha ran at me. I turned and 

ran for my life through the cold dark 

streets, dodging metal rubbish bins and the 

occasional drunken bum until I could no 

longer hear their sounds of pursuit. I was, 

after all, the fastest member of the pack. 

One found me next morning, 

sleeping in my human form. I was 

promptly woken up and informed that if I 

was ever seen again they would rip out my 

throat and leave me for the rats and 

desperate street kids to eat. I nodded and 

removed myself from their neighbourhood. 

So now, I walk the streets of a 

strange neighbourhood, a strange suburb in 

this city of hell and hounds. But He found 

me there, and stayed with me as much as 

he dared. There must be a touch of the 

Man still in him. 

My life as a werewolf still continues, but 

for how much longer I cannot say. 

Every night I can feel my shoulder itching, 

he watches me from the darkness, waiting 



for my final transformation so we can 

finally be together …  

“Soon …” I console him, knowing 

that it won’t be long at all now merely a 

matter of days, weeks at the most.” He 

slinks back into the darkness to watch over 

me, golden eyes reflected in the dimness of 

the streetlights. On the full moon nights 

we run together, through our 

neighbourhood, our home. 

My shoulder itches again, soon I 

won’t be able to control the change, soon I 

will become like him and we will run 

together, our own wolf pack. 
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Tales of Tribe House 

The Den 

Part-1 

By Thijis Van Sise 

In the future and also the past, 

humans have gone. Where and when was 

never determined. One day they ate, one 

day they walked. That was the past. Today 

they  no longer exist.  .  This is when the 

small creatures returned to our world. 

After long generations of hiding there was 

no longer anyone to fear. Now they thrive 

in what remains. Living, breathing, 

laughing.  Never with a thought for the old 

ones who created so much and then left 

this world, only for that which was left 

behind. 

-1- 

Tribe House exists within a 

mansion that stands on a hill. Grand in its 

ancient splendour and pomp. It would be 

more accurate, though, to state that today it 

is many mansions, many cities. A truly 

huge land to explore. In this land 

thousands of Fay folk live their lives. 

Upon entering the great double doors, that 

mark the barrier separating the in from out, 

our eyes fall on a magnificent vista. A 

room so grand a small circus would have 

room to spare after setting up shop. On the 

right side of the room is the great curved 

staircase. It can be recognized by the long 

railing running parallel to the wall, posts 

painted a flaking white.  The mind’s eye 

flies high above the city of Banister. A city 

landscape engulfing nearly every step.  

Small Fay houses are built on many. Some 

on top of each other, with ladders and 

smaller steps criss-crossing back and forth 

appearing to create a never ending 

pathway throughout the tiny buildings, 

working their way higher and higher. The 

colours are varied from dark greens to reds 

and blues but predominately wood was the 

material of choice. Smoke rises from 

miniature chimneys atop many of the 

homes. Some are manufactured metallic 

funnels others are made from sheets of 

metal rolled for some long unknown use, 

some are even copper pipes that have been 

added to the structures. Variety being not 

so much a habit but a requirement. 

Little glass bulbs on poles, housing 

fireflies, light up the stairs in the coming 

evening dark. It is because of these pin 

pricks of light the eye observes tiny 

winged Fay, smaller than even the most 

common denizens, flitting back and forth 

between homes. Carefree creatures whom 

love all things, but mostly causing 

mischief when a unwary back is turned. 

Others, who have no flying abilities, walk 

slowly up and down the tiny flights of 

steps. Yet more crawl up and down on 

their grass woven ladders. Some stopping 

to talk with a casual passer-by while 

adjusting packs of goods on their 

shoulders. The city of Banister is alive in 

the balmy evening. 

The mind’s eye flies through the 

mansion’s main dining room a half day’s 

ride on field mouse pulled wagons. Centre 

and prominent in the room is what to a 

human would be a massively long dining 

room table able to seat twenty hungry 

mouths easily. This is what the eye sees, 

though a curious sight also becomes 

apparent. Toppled over chairs, pulled 

down by harnessed teams of mice many 

years ago, surround the great oak table. 

This is to prevent any Fay thieves from 



gaining easy access to the tables top by the 

edges, not to mention completely denying 

all of the rat population any method of 

climbing the table. Up the legs, all eight of 

them, are spirals of stairs rising up to the 

tops of the table. Each with nearby pulley 

systems of tiny hand crank cranes for the 

acquisition of supplies from the higher 

floors. Upon cresting the corkscrew of 

steps the horizon of silk wall paper, 

patterned in scenes of nature, is broken by 

the towering city buildings of Oaken Flats. 

Again tiny light specks dot the scene but 

unlike Banister this was a true city. Houses 

in a slanted style roof scheme with 

miniature wood carved gargoyles on the 

corners show that culture here went in a 

slightly different direction. The wood was 

evenly cut while the colours made obvious 

attempts to complement each other. But 

bits here and there show similarities. The 

light bug lights are identical, grass ladders 

made entirely the same and wood pulled in 

from the surrounding forests by the Tribe 

House braves. Daring and headstrong Fay 

who enjoy the heady taste of adventure are 

always the first to volunteer their time to 

this task. 

Oaken Flats is known for being a 

city with polished oak streets separating 

long stretches of tall, yet still miniature, 

buildings. Some standing as high as five 

feet from the table top.  All Fay know it to 

be the largest city in Tribe House when it 

comes to sheer population. Banister, 

however, is the greatest when it comes to 

trade due to it being the border which 

separates the lands of Downstairs from 

Upstairs. Fay talk of the strange yet 

somewhat alluring lives of the far lands of 

the Attic. A curious place filled with many 

mysterious items such as towers of dust 

draped furniture and massive locked 

trunks. Once, a rumour was heard in the 

Downstairs lands of a great horned beast 

whose head was sticking through the wall 

of the attic, staring unblinking down on 

those who dared wander into the cluster of 

boxes that made up the eastern Attic.   

The good little Fay children of the 

Oaken Flats talk feverishly about the sky 

mouse riders of the Attic country. How at 

night they soar through the skies on 

harnessed, leather winged, furry mounts. 

Moving across the brightly star lit 

countryside with the cool winds tearing at 

their fly cloaks, they stare down Luna’s 

gaze. 

The children of the Attic lands, 

inversely, talk of the foreign places far 

from home. Lands such as the 

underground world where it is near pitch 

black for most of the day. This is where 

the twin towns of Rats’ Bane are located. 

Each built inside the empty remains of the 

great Washer and Dryer. With tunnels built 

in between so travel from town to town 

can be done safely. Each with its front 

closing security doors that are capable of 

refusing entrance to the rat population, 

should the threat arise. 

Attic city, where the highways and 

byways of rope streets are suspended 

across the sloped ceiling of dark oiled 

wood beams. Where spider silk farms are 

the main trade next to small fruits and 

seeds brought back by sky mouse riders 

after the night of roaming the countryside.  

Attic, a land of height loving Fay, isn't 

even the highest city in Tribe House.  The 

highest are the roof top clans of Red Black 

Pass.  Where a smaller but still quite busy 

group of true dare devil Fay live. A ring of 

small thatch roofed buildings surround the 



largest of five gigantic chimneys poking 

from the tarred grey shingled rooftops. 

Long ropes of woven grass are coupled to 

a beam of wood which hangs directly over 

the dark depths of Red Black Pass. This 

makes for a fast but dangerous decent 

down to the rooms below. A simple yet 

effective way to transport new supplies 

down to the Fay living out their lives in the 

lower reaches of Tribe House. Although 

the return trip can take days to complete. 

The towns of upstairs are well 

known for their near endless supplies of 

cloth and important additions such as 

needles and pins for swords and thimbles 

for helmets. In Tribe House if something 

can be moved it will likely be used and if it 

can be used it will be used to its fullest. 

The eye of the observer returns to 

the cascading town of Banister where our 

small adventurer begins his daily journey. 

-2- 

Flit was departing from home to 

head to work. His current job was 

tunnelling out pathways in the walls of the 

western hall leading into the grand room 

where the great steps that housed Banister 

began. The purpose was twofold.  Firstly, 

to dig through to create new tunnels.  

Digging horizontally to create access 

through into rooms where the giants had 

left the doors closed in the long ago. 

Secondly, once inside the wall’s cavernous 

interior the next job was to shove sticks in-

between from one side to the other, 

cramming them in to create a sort of 

vertical climbing pathway, so travel to the 

upper floors can be accomplished without 

leaving the security of the walls. Indeed 

one would think the house itself should be 

safe, although would and should are two 

different things. On certain days stray cats 

have been known to wander into Tribe 

House; when the cold of winter forced 

them to seek warmth and shelter. To the 

Fay folks’ credit, they always try to handle 

the situation as best they can.  Some 

believe in herding the animals out quickly 

to prevent any chance of feline destruction, 

others feel pity on them and offer up some 

mouse or the occasional rat, to satiate the 

feline’s hunger. Of course whether you 

stood for or against the cats, all depends on 

how many relative ended their days 

inspecting the insides of the creature at 

hand. In the end it was decided that no one 

wanted to risk being caught out in the open 

if a predator made its way into the massive 

rooms which the Fay called home. So 

work began on the Wall Streets and 

continues every day. 

Flit worked his way down the 

streets and passes of Banister, moving 

quickly and sure footed. It would be a 

good day today in the digging. They were 

about to break through into a new room 

which Flit was sure would hold curious 

treasures and strange wall paintings. The 

wall paintings, that had been left behind by 

the humans so long ago. were curious 

things. For instance, why have a small 

painted image of a forest great in detail 

and scope but then have a giant sized one 

of a single human looking stern and 

uncaring. Humans looked much as the 

regular Fay did but Flit just couldn’t get 

around the feeling that they weren’t all that 

bright. 

The difference in the size of images 

confused Flit because he always liked the 

images of landscapes. They were right, 

they were proper.  Who didn’t love a 

gander at a swath of land at sunrise or 



sunset. His favourite bore the name “Bob 

Ro” in the corner but it appeared to be 

missing some letters from a previous bit of 

damage. The damage had taken a piece 

from the corner so it was anyone’s guess 

what more it could have said, if anything. 

Bob Robber maybe?  Perhaps he was a 

famous art thief. 

Flit climbed down the last of the 

massive stairs to land on the wooden floor 

to the main entrance to the Great Hall. 

Teams of mouse driven carriages and carts 

waited for Fay to arrive to begin the day’s 

journey across the long expanses of bare 

floors. The carriages were made from all 

sorts of odds and ends found throughout 

Fay travels. One material was particularly 

useful.  It was stiff like the bark of a tree 

but flat. Never had there been a tree so flat 

as that. Some of the carriages were 

resplendent with colour decorations. Some 

with carved leaves and branches and some 

portraying the moon throughout its cycles. 

Little details popped out in corners where 

the paint, used to cover the old images, 

peeked out. One read ‘Nutritional facts, 

serving size 6 crac... servings per 

container’ and the rest was cut off.  Weird 

and somewhat interesting at the same time. 

The things humans made and did 

confounded most Fay folk but if the things 

they left behind were useful then they were 

used.  Simple and easy. 

His eyes were searching for a 

particular cart. One that his friend Bugg 

had purchased upon arriving in Banister 

from Oaken Flats. ‘A good investment’, he 

called it. Although Flit called it ‘Small and 

smelling of mouse turds’.  Flit disliked it 

but it was better than walking everyday 

back and forth to the wall works. As he 

searched for Bugg's cart he observed many 

others preparing for the day’s departure. 

Most would make for Oaken Flats, laden 

with supplies or Fay but others would be 

headed deeper into Tribe House. One, he 

knew for sure, was headed to the white and 

blue chequered lands of the tiled kitchen. 

This was a dangerous trip because the 

chances of rat attacks increased when 

entering into the great kitchen. The holes 

in those walls were already there when the 

first Fay arrived. Created by rats long ago 

when the presence of humans no longer 

threatened the creatures that lived here. It 

was not much longer after that the first 

Fay, entering into what was then just 

called ‘The Large Place’, started to take 

over the most ideal places. Other carts 

were headed into some of the previously 

excavated rooms. Smaller but no less 

important clans had begun to populate 

further out into areas which took some 

time to reach and they always required 

supplies of various types. One, Flit heard, 

was being constructed inside a massive 

wood enclosed place with long wires of 

metal stretched tightly from the front to the 

back in descending order.  When thwacked 

with a hammer by Fay walking below they 

would make a near perfectly pitched note. 

Supposedly they include it in song and 

dance in the evenings. Strange places and 

stranger artefacts were spread throughout. 

The variety of Fay that have made their 

way into the mansion truly justifies the 

name Tribe House. Soon they would have 

to create a committee to travel back and 

forth between cities, towns and villages to 

keep tabs on who lived where. Also news 

is always welcome and no one populous 

had taken it upon themselves to begin 

trading stories and tales. A very important 

issue as all Fay enjoy hearing of the 

exploits of brave adventurers searching 

fame. 



Flit’s attention was caught when 

someone called his name to his left, making 

him forget thoughts of travel in the higher 

floor . Bugg, hand waving, sat atop his cart 

waiting for his friend to join him. Flit 

made his way over, weaving through carts 

and mice to reach him and join him on the 

seat. In the back were typical digging and 

other construction tools. An oiled cloth 

covered most of the carts contents but Flit 

knew by habit what would be brought 

along for the day’s work. 

Bugg, a smaller Fay than most, 

with dark hair and sharply pointed nose, 

sat ready to go with his half needle cross 

bow across his lap. If an attack came at 

least they would have a single good shot 

before having to defend themselves from 

being attacked or eaten. At his side he had 

his full sized needle blade with its mouse 

leather wrapped handle. He was good with 

it as well as accurate. Able to take out a 

rat’s eye once the distance was closed. But 

this is nothing new to Flit who carries 

strapped to his sides two tiny glass daggers 

also wrapped in mouse hide. Not good for 

distance, but if he allowed an enemy to 

come that close he was losing his touch. 

Flit sat next to Bugg on the cart. Flit not 

being much larger than the average Fay, 

with lighter hair and both eyes with a near 

green tint and an earthy colour to his skin.  

Overall it reminded Bugg of spring grass 

just peeking through the fresh soil of a 

new season. 

Bugg snapped the reins of the 

mouse cart. "Off we go to a day’s hard 

work which will fill us with a pleasant 

feeling of accomplishment and a fulfilling 

sense of wonder at what lies beyond." He 

said. 

"Really?" Flit replied looking 

sideways at Bugg's long pointy face, 

"When, exactly, have you ever done a full 

days hard work?" 

"Why just the other day sir! I stood 

and had to watch you chipping away at 

that white stone wall. Tough work that 

was. Especially when you began cutting 

away at the wooden layer below that. I 

nearly had to have a lie down just to 

continue the day."  He joked. A smile just 

barely peeking out of the corner of his lips. 

Laughing, they popped the reins of 

the harness again and the two mice 

hopped.  They pulled at first until getting 

up to a decent speed then kept a slow but 

steady kind of hopping stride. 

About an hour later they arrived at 

their dig site. Jumping down, while Bugg 

pulled the cart past the hole and leashed 

the mice to a small nail that had been 

hammered and set into the wall, Flit 

walked to the entrance of their work in 

progress. Bugg pooled a pile of seeds onto 

the floor for the two "noble steeds" stroked 

their incredibly soft furred heads and made 

his way around to the back of the cart. He 

pulled out a small pick fashioned from a 

flat metal scrap tied to a wooden handle. 

He pulled out a shovel which was actually 

a tiny serving spoon and some spider silk 

cloth to tie around their faces for keeping 

the white stone dust out of their nostrils 

and mouth. 

    Making their way into the newly made 

front half of the tunnel opening the interior 

of the wall turned empty. The gap was not 

very large but it was enough that Flit had 

been able to wedge horizontal columns of 

sticks into the walls making a sort of step 

system which worked its way into the air 



above their heads. Beams of light from 

some undetermined source crossed the gap 

giving them a slight view of the walls 

interior much further up. The end result of 

the sticks wedged in between the walls 

would be a path upstairs with a wall hole 

opening into one of the rooms above 

which were rumoured to have treasures 

and space to build new towns.  It truly was 

the new frontier of exploration. That 

wasn't for today though. Today was the 

day that they knew they would break on 

through to the other side of the white wall. 

If it was like the others it would have a 

lining of paper with silk paper past that. 

Interesting patterns seemed to be in every 

room. Some were just simple repeating 

patterns, others, like the dining room of 

Oaken Flats, had mock landscapes. What 

would this room hold? 

Flit pick in hand and Bugg ready to 

start scooping away the remains of the 

white rock from the walls, the sounds and 

motions of work started. They heaved, 

they chopped and scooped chunks away. 

Today they were sure that they would 

strike paper. Sure enough, it wasn't much 

longer after they began that paper was 

indeed struck. The pick wasn’t quite sharp 

enough to break through the paper and silk 

completely being dulled from the work of 

breaking down white walls. Bugg who had 

been standing alongside to the right 

shouted in surprise when the pick made a 

sort of hollow thumping sound which 

signified the near end of their work. In his 

excitement he reached over grabbing one 

of the glass daggers strapped to Flit's side 

and began stabbing into the silk cloth that 

was exposed and tearing slightly 

downwards. A beam came through the 

slash and dust motes trickled past playing 

in the golden light. They peeked through 

but were unable to see very much. This 

encouraged them to work harder. A short 

time later they pulled away the last pieces 

of white wall and looked to the back of the 

silk paper with the tiny gash around head 

height. "Do the honors," said Bugg "I got 

to get it started." 

 

  

Forty-two years have passed since the Restored 

United States emerged from the crucible of 

revolution after decades of oppression and chaos. It’s 

a brave new world, but some things never change. 

Money still talks, power still corrupts, and trust is a 

rare and precious commodity. 

Alison Gregorio thinks her new job with a 

prestigious law firm is a once-in-a-lifetime 

opportunity, but explosive secrets lurk beneath its 

golden façade. When a plane crash takes out the 

firm’s biggest client, she finds herself in a situation 

that will test her conscience and her courage to the 

limits. 

  

Surviving a crash-landing is only the first challenge 

Justin Wyatt faces after his fall from power. He 

loved the toys he built more than the fortune they 

brought in, but neglecting his corporate empire has 

left his deadliest creations in the wrong hands.  

  

Two people. One Conspiracy. Everything to lose. 

 

Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00GQR1INY  

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/378365 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00GQR1INY
https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/378365


 

Wizards With Guns 

By Mario Savovski 

"Alpha squadron! Requesting 

backup! Two of us are pinned down near 

the Magus Wolfram statue – we’re low on 

mana! I repeat - requesting backup at the 

Magus Wolfram statue. Teleport ASAP!" 

Gasoul was hiding behind the giant rock 

statue, right behind the feet of it. The 

wizard scratched his scruffy beard as he 

reloaded his fire rifle. His white robe 

scraped against the dust as he crouched; 

waiting for backup, wondering if his call 

would go unheard. 

"Only one clip left, and five of 

them black-robes out there hunting for 

me." As he contemplated rushing out and 

attempting to take down as many enemies 

as he could before inevitably being blasted 

by some high-level spell, a friendly face 

appeared. 

       

"Gasoul! Behind me!" The young 

Archimedes was running towards his old 

mentor, carrying two rifles. Behind him 

was an enemy chasing with a blue 

shotgun. Icy spikes were being shot at him 

as the black-robed wizard attempted to kill 

him. The icicles were cutting through the 

air, missing him just barely. 

"Damn, that kid will be the end of 

me!" Gasoul gripped his rifle and ran out 

of cover, aiming at the young wizard 

running towards him. Gasoul pulled the 

trigger on his rifle, as a red ball of fire 

began charging at the tip of its muzzle. 

Archimedes gave a nod of understanding 

and focused straight ahead.  

"Now!" Gasoul shouted, pulling his 

finger off the trigger, sending a column of 

blazing fire towards Archimedes. Yet it 

did not hit him, for the young man had 

vanished in the blink of an eye, magically 

reappearing behind Gasoul. In 

consequence, the scorching pillar blasted 

through the black robes of the enemy, 

turning him to ash.  

       

"Damn it, Archie!" The elder 

wizard pulled the youngster by the ear, 

dragging him behind cover. "You could've 

gotten us both killed." 

"But I didn't!" Archimedes smiled 

smugly. 

"Yeah, well you might as well 

have. I used up my final clip of mana on 

that one, and last I counted, there are four 

more black-robes out there that want us 

dead, and YOU ..." He smacked 

Archimedes upside the head. "… Just gave 

away our position." 

       

"But central is teleporting back-up, 

right?" 

"Not fast enough, kiddo. By the 

time they get here, we'll probably be dead. 

Come on, now - we've got to move. Damn 

it!" He threw away his rifle. "This one's 

done for." Just then he noticed the extra 

riffle on his compatriot's back. "What's 

that you're carrying, Archie?" 

"Oh, this one is my old Tadpole ..." 

Archimedes showed off a small but wide 

blue weapon, and then dropped from his 

shoulder a long and gold-clad sniper rifle. 

He watched with a smile while Gasoul 

picked up the golden weapon. Finally, 

Archimedes spoke enthusiastically:  

"It shoots lightning, sir." He 

reached into the inside of his robe. Gasoul 

slid his hands alongside the edge of the 

sniper rifle's body and looked down its 

sights. 

"Good. How many shards do you 

have?" 



"Three, sir." Archimedes took out 

three brightly pink crystals, handing them 

over to Gasoul.  

"Think it'll be enough?!" He looked 

at his own weapon – the Tadpole, 

remembering he himself only had one 

more clip of mana left to spend.  

       

Just as Archimedes uttered those 

words, balls of fire started hitting their 

cover. The statue's bottom began 

collapsing under the heated force of the 

spells. Gasoul took notice and got up on 

his feet. 

"It better. Here!" He handed off a 

grenade to Archimedes. "I'll cover you. Go 

and use it wisely."  

Gasoul focused on the very top of 

the statue and in a moment he found 

himself there, aiming down the sights of 

the sniper rifle.  

       

While his old mentor was on the 

lookout, Archimedes gritted his teeth, 

gripped his own weapon and took charge. 

Running as fast as he could, fireballs 

blasted past him and the earth itself was 

rising against him as spikes were jutting up 

just behind his feet. One enemy appeared 

in front of him, swinging a staff. A grave 

mistake, as that same enemy didn't make 

another step before Gasoul struck him 

down in a thunderous echo. Electrified, the 

black coat rolled down while Archimedes 

kept trucking forwards.  

       

He blinked to the top of a big rock. 

Dropping down behind it, he closed his 

eyes, whispering. In truth, he was sending 

a magical message to his cover - Gasoul. 

"Three left. Where are they?" 

"To your five o'clock, Archie. All 

in one place, behind a big steel cauldron. 

Use suppressive fire, then the grenade." 

Gasoul responded from the top of the 

statue, aiming his rifle at the steel black 

cauldron. 

"Roger that!" Archimedes clutched 

the grenade and began running. He 

discharged his weapon, sending blasts of 

water that turned to ice upon impacting the 

cauldron. Due to his rapid shots, none of 

the three black-coats could get out of cover 

and return fire. He neared the cauldron 

with extreme concentration, keeping the 

blasts of water going. 

       

"Alright, Archie! It's your time to 

shine!" He said to himself, firing the last 

blast. Archimedes dashed between the 

frozen pillars of water he had created and 

rolled right around the cauldron. Suddenly, 

he was surrounded by three wizards in 

black robes, pointing their weapons at him. 

This was not unplanned, however. Their 

fired blasts ended up hitting only the 

ground, for Archimedes had blinked high 

up into the air, leaving in his place a small 

grenade. That same grenade exploded in a 

light green wave, turning the enemies into 

three small, harmless sheep. 

"Good boy!" Gasoul took aim at 

the panicked sheep, spending the two last 

shards to take down two of the sheep, with 

only one enemy left. 

“Unlucky, you're mine!" 

Archimedes threw his rifle away as a long, 

white staff materialized in his hands. He 

dropped down on the sole enemy in a 

battle cry. And just as the sheep turned 

back into a man, the young wizard jammed 

his staff in the black-robed wizard's heart. 

       

“All enemies eliminated, Alpha 

Squadron. No need to come here." Gasoul 

reported back. He then directed his 

thoughts at Archimedes. "Good work, 



Archie. Let's advance to the front lines and 

secure the perimeter." 

"Understood, sir! 

"…Sir?" 

"What is it, soldier?" 

"Can we go for a carpet ride and 

some ice cream when we return to HQ?" 

"Sigh…sure, Archie. Why the hell 

not?" 

 

  

From the moment she was born, Nathalie was 

always the odd one out, gifted by a force that 

comes to her in her dreams. The only person 

who feels right... a homeless and insane man, 

Gideon. Little does Nathalie know that her 

gifts are meant to stand against a coming 

darkness, and that Gideon isn't as crazy as he 

seems. As the world starts to fall, she will 

need to accept him, and her destiny, if she is 

to become a champion for humanity. 

http://www.amazon.com/Clearing-Way-Blessed-

Melissa-Cuevas-

ebook/dp/B008B868JU/ref=la_B007GNUM7K_1_2?s=

books&ie=UTF8&qid=1399927506&sr=1-2  

From Up and Coming Contemporary Fantasy 

author, S.J. Wolff ~ A whole new world to sink your 

teeth into! 

  

~The Dagger of Aita: Retribution~  

 

Throughout history we have been here. Born of the 

union between the Watchers and the Daughters of Men, 

our human hearts pump the blood of Angels through 

our veins. Yet, we are neither human nor Angel. We are 

the Alimentatori, descendants of the divine, and this is 

just the beginning…  

 

In my two-hundred and sixty three years I have 

witnessed much, yet nothing could have prepared me 

for the devastating murder of my brother, Julian. While 

he lies in stasis awaiting The Release, his killer roams 

the Lazio region of Italy free to seek other victims. But, 

all is not right behind the veil of this ancient landscape. 

Its beauty hides a world of ancient secrets, hidden 

agendas and political intrigues. In order to extract my 

vengeance, I must first play a dangerous game 

according to another’s rules. Playing by the rules has 

never been my forte; toppling a game-board or two 

would suit me just fine! Regardless of the dangers that 

lie ahead, Retribution will be mine. My name is Jacen 

Trudeau of the House of Samsaveel and I’m about to 

open Pandora’s Box.  

  

Come Play With S.J. Wolff where the Alimentatori 

Rule the Night! Want to know more about these 

Descendants of the Divine? Buy The Dagger of Aita: 

Retribution today! 
Kindle: http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00E3

VMZ0A 

Paperback:  http://www.amazon.com/Retr

ibution-The-Dagger-Aita-

Volume/dp/0615840426/ref=tmm_pap_ti

tle_0 

 

http://www.amazon.com/Clearing-Way-Blessed-Melissa-Cuevas-ebook/dp/B008B868JU/ref=la_B007GNUM7K_1_2?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1399927506&sr=1-2
http://www.amazon.com/Clearing-Way-Blessed-Melissa-Cuevas-ebook/dp/B008B868JU/ref=la_B007GNUM7K_1_2?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1399927506&sr=1-2
http://www.amazon.com/Clearing-Way-Blessed-Melissa-Cuevas-ebook/dp/B008B868JU/ref=la_B007GNUM7K_1_2?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1399927506&sr=1-2
http://www.amazon.com/Clearing-Way-Blessed-Melissa-Cuevas-ebook/dp/B008B868JU/ref=la_B007GNUM7K_1_2?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1399927506&sr=1-2
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00E3VMZ0A
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00E3VMZ0A
http://www.amazon.com/Retribution-The-Dagger-Aita-Volume/dp/0615840426/ref=tmm_pap_title_0
http://www.amazon.com/Retribution-The-Dagger-Aita-Volume/dp/0615840426/ref=tmm_pap_title_0
http://www.amazon.com/Retribution-The-Dagger-Aita-Volume/dp/0615840426/ref=tmm_pap_title_0
http://www.amazon.com/Retribution-The-Dagger-Aita-Volume/dp/0615840426/ref=tmm_pap_title_0


Alien outreach 

Jacqueline Driggers 

Alien Outreach 

  

Alien me,  

alien you. 

  

What in the galaxy are we to do? 

  

What's alien to me, 

isn't alien to you. 

  

It all depends 

on one's point of view. 

  

If you're from earth, 

I'm weird and strange. 

  

But to me, where I'm from, 

you're the one weird and strange. 

  

So here we sit, you and I, 

stranded together, side by side. 

  

We can hate and fight, 

we can each take a side; 

  

But if we want to survive, 

we'd better join hands to stay alive. 

  

So I'll take a step towards you, 

you take a step towards me. 

  

We'll meet in the middle mutually. 

  

Shoulder to shoulder, 

we'll work for the day, 

  

when we both can go home. 

We'll savour that day. 

  

But in the meantime, 

we're both stranded here. 

  

For us to survive, 

we must lay hate aside.   

  

It'll take us both, 

to leave this planet alive. 

  

I have somewhere to go home to, 

and so do you.  

  

So survival is the goal, 

and we'll lay our differences aside. 

  

Yes, we worked and we struggled; 

we scavenged the wrecks. 

  

Day by day, week by week, 

we lived for the day when rescue would 

arrive. 

  

And through it all, we developed, we two - 

a grudging respect, me for you, you for 

me. 

  

Then came the day, when a ship did arrive; 

we could finally go home, you and I. 

  

But we wouldn't go home the same as we 

came, 

our time stranded here had changed you 

and me. 

  

Now you weren't so alien to me, 

and I wasn't so alien to you. 

  

We carried home with us, 

a bit of you in me, and a bit of me in you. 

  

Alien you, 

alien me? 

  

Our time being stranded  

gives the galaxy a new view. 

  

 
Coming In July to Far Horizons exclusively! 

 

Coming next month the sci-fi romance 

serial Chasing Zane, by author Jacqueline 

Driggers.  This serial is based on a story that 

the author published on the wattpad website, 

and that story was a ‘here on earth’ story.  

Here’s where you can find it -- 



http://www.wattpad.com/story/8164007-

chasing-zane –  

 

Now let’s hear from the author herself: 

 

“Chasing Zane started out as a very 

short piece of flash fiction that I wrote and 

published on wattpad.  People liked it and 

wanted more, so I wrote some more chapters.  

But the story is based in Montana and New 

York City.  I’m a girl from a small town in 

Kentucky.  I don’t know diddly about those 

places, and I’m not a researcher.  I’m a sci-fi 

writer, and my imagination is my best writing 

asset.  So I’ve had the idea for a while to turn 

this story into a sci-fi story, where I could do it 

justice.  And, I’ve decided to let Far Horizons 

run it exclusively.” 

 

So be sure and join us next month for 

the first instalment of this story.  Come meet 

Cindy and Zane and Harrison, and join them 

on planets such as NuYork, and Montanet, and 

LaVega, and more.   

 

Would you like to see your earth 

location portrayed as a planet in this series?  

Just message the author via her Facebook page 

and tell her about your location.  You may see 

yourself and your earth location portrayed as a 

character and a planet in the series!  Here’s the 

link -- http://www.facebook.com/jdswrpg --  

 

  

When she gets into a car accident with her mother, it 

changes Kaylee Losee forever. Infected by her 

mother, she discovers the family secret and how she 

is now a part of it. She struggles to learn about the 

wolf that is suddenly contained within her. With the 

help of her mom and a previously unknown 

grandmother, Kaylee fights to keep the wolf under 

control, before someone she cares about gets hurt or 

killed. 

 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00JI2ZWIQ 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00JI2ZWIQ


Author Luke Green Tells Far Horizons 

about his latest Project “The Divine Blood 

Role Playing Game” 

 

What is the Project called? 

The project is the Divine Blood Roleplaying 

Game. 

What is the Project About? 

This is a table top roleplaying game based 

in the world setting of my Divine Blood 

novel and short stories.  I would say 

“novels” but the second one hasn't been 

written yet. 

How did you come up with the Concept? 

Sometime in between 2002 and 2005, I 

wrote the seed for a fanfiction  that I would 

later pick up again in 2008.  By that time, I 

had started using fanfiction to experiment 

with new ideas and try stuff out, but I was 

mostly writing for fun.  Still, as I let the 

story grow and started drawing from 

multiple sources, working out a lot of my 

own metaphysics to explain how powers and 

advanced tech from several different series 

work in the same setting.  After enough 

conversations with readers, I decided that 

this would be a damn good setting to game 

in. 

When I started writing the rebooted setting, 

I had the advantage of knowing the 

concepts I really wanted and being able to 

work from scratch to encompass those 

concepts without the mess of all the 

concepts I didn't want coming along for the 

ride.  I originally didn't focus on the 

characters since I was at first just going to 

do the setting.  I wrote the basic history of 

the setting, again based on the politics I 

wanted.  Admittedly, the politics of Divine 

Blood Earth and  

Who did your Art? 

I had several people do my art for me.  I 

maintain a list of commission artists for 

both my professional projects and my own 

personal reasons and I dipped into that list 

for the purposes of this project.   

The following people did art for me: 

Arco Den Haan who did the “World” 

pictures. 

Inframan who did the lines for the 

character creation comic. 

Roe Mesquita and Lu Fidelis who did 

species pictures and a population 

infographic for me after the original artist 

left the project. 

Miu (Uisshu) who did the colors for the 

character creation comic. 

its cosmology are a mess, but that's because 

it's an adventure setting and adventure 

settings always happen during periods when 

things are screwed up. 

Not too far into writing the setting, I 

decided to start rewriting the story as well.  

This helped me firm up the details of the 

setting by personalising it through the eyes 

of a selection of characters.  It also brought 

back in the idea of including slice of life 

hijinks in addition to the psychic powers 

and high tech war machines.   The idea of 

using this to recreate harmless high school 

or other civilian escapades only with 

psychic powers is probably one of the things 

I love most about this setting and I don't 

know if I would have included it if I hadn't 

gone through with writing the novel and 

short stories. 

I really enjoy these games as tools for 

creating stories and if I can help other 

people create stories of their own, then 

that's awesome. 

How did you fund it? 



I had $980 from kickstarter, the rest has 

been and is funded mostly by myself out of 

my teaching salary. 

Who is the project aimed at?  

This game is aimed at roleplayers and a lot 

of the general action sci-fi/fantasy crowd.  

There's a heavy amount of anime and 

manga in the concepts, but there's also a lot 

of influence from things like Doctor Who, 

Sanctuary, Dresden Files, GI Joe and the 

Marvel Cinematic Universe. 

The Divine Blood Earth is a large 

playground to dip into.  There are stories 

going on in the world that will never get 

shown in my novels.  The system/setting is 

fit for running a serious, high-powered 

game dealing with the politics of the Gods 

and Demons, a low-powered game of 

international espionage or a rather goofy 

game about high school hijinks.   

I am not trying to have a game that is 

everything to everyone.   

I hope eventually to see people writing their 

own stories about the setting, and if there 

are some I especially like, I might just 

declare them as canon.  

Laura Gomez (Peipp) of did a progression 

of pictures showing the process of someone 

becoming a dryad. 

M. Sonia did a unique portrait for me as 

well. 

Ishutani did a couple of pictures for me, 

including the Avalon upright hangar bay 

and the cult sacrifice. 

Nicolas Fernandez started doing some 

organisational and race pictures for me but 

had to step down for unknown reasons, 

leading to my use of Roe Mesquita later on. 

Three separate artists were paid to come up 

with their own characters in their own 

situation based on info I gave them about 

races and politics.  They were: 

Fred Perry of Gold Digger comics who 

graciously is allowing me to use the art for 

the project even though it was just for my 

own fun to start.   He created a human cop, 

a human cheerleader with a big gun and a 

Raven psychic of some sort.  

DP Ragan was the second artist who 

created characters.  He made a picture with 

a dvergar (the race that started the stories 

of dwarves and cyclops) and a God about to 

get into it over a human girl. 

Tovio Rogers also created three characters.  

In this case there didn't seem to be much 

link between them as with the other two 

artists.  He also did a portrait for one of the 

main villains of the novels which may or 

may not appear in the RPG. 

Several artists have done work for my short 

stories and novels and their art will likely be 

seen in the RPG as well.  These include 

Lufidelis, M. Sonia, Arcos Art, DP Ragan, 

Laura Gomez, Tovio Rogers, Joanna 

Ferreira, John Becaro, Darkvanessa, 

Chisomo Phiri, Ed Foychuk, HaneChan, 

and Keel. 

Have you had it proof-read/play tested and 

what was the response you received from 

your beta testers? 

Yes, I ran some scenarios myself, to see if I 

found any obvious holes that needed to be 

filled in the rules I was using.  Eventually, I 

decided to try and alter a lot of the 

Advantages used in Strands of Fate to 

better match the setting of Divine Blood.  

Playtesting convinced me I needed to make 

things a bit simpler and ended up 

borrowing the systems used in Fate Core by 

Evil Hat.  

For proprietary reasons, it is still 

considered a Strands of Fate based game, 

but it is something more of a hybrid game 



system between the two versions of Fate.  In 

addition, a good number of the powers and 

other Advantages in the game are very 

much my own creation. 

How long did it take from Conception to 

Completion? 

The first discussions I have on record of 

starting to work out the reboot into an 

original IP date back to 2011, but given the 

content involved, it is likely I started this 

project as a whole in 2010.  The novel itself 

came out in 2011.  Since then I've worked 

on a novel for another setting, 10 Divine 

Blood short stories and 8 short stories for a 

web site.  I have also done for hire work for 

Battlefield Press  on their RPG adaptation 

of Warren C. Norwood's Double Spiral 

War trilogy from the 1980s.  

The Divine Blood RPG and the work for 

Battlefield Press have been my main 

priority for the past two years.  I had 

initially planned to have this project 

completed by now, but circumstances have 

conspired to make me late.  One of those 

circumstances being that this is my first 

major RPG project.  My prior RPG project 

was a setting only description with no rules 

and had essentially the same challenges as a 

novel.   This project has had significantly 

different challenges to overcome. 

Who are the Main Characters? 

This is a tabletop roleplaying game.  Players 

create their own characters and flesh them 

out to tell the story they want to tell.  There 

will be as many main characters as there 

are players to the game.  As I said before, 

the game setting allows for a wide range of 

play styles. 

For the fiction that the game is based on, it's 

an ensemble cast.  Lots of characters each 

with their own stories to work through.  I 

plan to write short stories for bits that focus 

on one character or another while I write 

novels for situations that encompass a large 

number of characters at once.  That said, 

the characters who have their own short 

stories in the current crop are as follows, 

listed in order of when their short story was 

published. 

Lilitu Geisthexe, a First Tier Demoness 

loyal to Yomi and Queen Lilith.  She's 

young given she's got one of the highest 

ranks, though some Demons question her 

loyalty. 

Eowyn Desai, a former American upright 

pilot now working for the mercenary 

organisation known as Avalon. 

Sherissie Minaba, a South African girl of 

bizarre but brilliant mind-set who, despite a 

lack of powers, trails chaos in her footsteps. 

Mao Semezou, an Australian-Japanese 

woman who's been away from home for 

years.  She is probably one of the most 

skilled and dangerous sorceresses of any 

species, mortal or Immortal. 

Hel Logesdottir, the Demoness of Prisons 

sixteen years into a recent reincarnation.  

She's two years away from regaining access 

to the majority of her memories and power.  

Hel was a major target in the novel. 

Whelan Connor, an ex-IRA sniper and 

mercenary who now works for Avalon as an 

upright pilot.  He's something of a flirt, but 

there's more going on to him than is 

obvious. 

Gaetana Trolleti, the Tinuviel Seat of 

Avalon, in charge of activities in the South 

Pacific and Australia.  She is a Visionary, 

one of a new type of psychic that has a 

proclivity for invention.   

Naiki Semezou, one of Mao's fraternal 

triplets, an almost endlessly energetic and 

friendly girl with height, green hair, big 

boobs, a fascination with blondes and a 

mouth full of very sharp teeth. 



Yoon-Ji “Yooji” Jeon, a Korean girl of 

recognised genius and the Vice President of 

the Student Council at Bravura Academy.  

She was another major target of the evil 

forces in the novel. 

Damir Milos, a young Croatian boy who's 

been assigned to attend Bravura both as 

reserve security for Whelan and Eowyn and 

in the hopes he'll learn something beyond 

warfare and battle. 

Eija Semezou, (story not yet published) 

Naiki's sister who can see and speak to 

ghosts on a daily basis.  She is not nearly as 

interested in the martial arts as her siblings, 

but is much better with magic and shaping. 

Deimosu Semezou, (story not yet published) 

Naiki and Eija's brother who is a bit 

paranoid about the safety of his family.  He 

has something of a hair-trigger temper and 

can control lightning. 

What are the possible outcomes of the 

project’s story? 

The novels and short stories are progressing 

to a rather apocalyptic series of events due 

to the fact that very few of the great powers 

are sharing information or even letting 

other powers know they exist.  Meanwhile 

several of the less ethical individuals and 

powers of the world are in the process of 

planning something.  Not one thing, they're 

not working together.  They're just working 

simultaneously and it will go about as well 

as anybody could expect. 

For the game, the potential endings run the 

gamut based on the direction each set of 

players decides to go.   

I have one of my editors repeatedly asking 

me opinions on what Domains and Realms I 

would give to Sumerian and Mesopotamian 

Gods and Demons and asking lots of 

questions about Brazil and the Thule 

Society based there.  I often wonder just 

what sort of story he has in mind.  

Meanwhile, I recently wrote up a scenario 

for use at a convention a friend of mine is 

running events at which focuses around a 

bunch of teenagers at a fund-raising fair 

when one of them is discovering she's not 

human...hilarity ensues. 

In the playtest games, one set of characters 

revolved around a human herald to the 

Gods, a demigod prophet and a Visionary 

hacker postman trying to track down and 

destroy a journal that might explain how to 

become undead.  

The second campaign with the playtest 

characters involves a teacher and three 

characters pretending to be high-school 

aged operating as undercover security at a 

boarding school in Shandong China.   

I plan to release game supplements as the 

story develops in the novels, but the players 

are free to take a different route than I do.  

The next major project on my list is a novel 

for a different world setting, but I have a lot 

of information about the setting waiting to 

be released, so I'll likely have some more 

RPG supplements soon as well, and I plan 

to keep doing short stories. 

Is it in a physical game kit form or is it 

digital? 

I plan to sell the game in both formats.  A 

physical, print book and a pdf both 

containing the basic rules and setting 

information.  

For proprietary reasons, I could not make it 

a standalone game and players should pick 

up Strands of Fate in order to have the full 

range of Advantages, Vehicle and 

Organisation creation rules.  There will be 

enough to play most concepts, however. 

Where will it be/Is it available from? 

The print copy will be available in 

DrivethruRPG certainly, but it might take 

me some time to release it on Amazon in 



print format.  The electronic copies will be 

available at both Amazon and 

DrivethruRPG. 

Links: 

My Amazon Store: 

http://www.amazon.com/Luke-

Green/e/B00ECEF3BG   

My DrivethruRPG Store: 

http://rpg.drivethrustuff.com/browse.php?

manufacturers_id=4131    

Battlefield Press: 

http://battlefieldpress.com/  

Evil Hat Games: 

http://www.evilhat.com/home/  

Void Star Studios: 

http://www.voidstarstudios.com/   

Fred Perry: 

http://fredgdperry.deviantart.com/   

Arco Den Haan: 

http://Arcosart.deviantart.com   

Inframan: http://inframan.deviantart.com    

Miu: http://uisshu.deviantart.com  

Roe Mesquita: 

http://roemesquita.deviantart.com   

Lu Fidelis: http://lufidelis.deviantart.com    

Peipp: http://peipp.deviantart.com   

Msonia: http://MSonia.deviantart.com  

Ishutani: http://ishutani.deviantart.com  

Nicolas Fernandez: 

http://hentaineko.deviantart.com   

Tovio Rogers: 

http://toviorogers.deviantart.com  

DP Ragan: Http://dpragan.deviantart.com  

Joana Ferreira: 

http://joanaFerreiraArt.deviantart.com  

John Becaro: 

http://johnbecaro.deviantart.com  

Dark Vanessa: 

http://darkvanessalust.deviantart.com  

Chisomo Phiri: 

http://shadaan.deviantart.com  

Ed Foychuk:  

http://juggertha.deviantart.com  

HaneChan: http://hanechan.deviantart.com 

Keel: 

http://KeelTierraYerma.deviantart.com 

The Playtesters were also interviewed and 

this is what they had to say about the game:  

Response from Jadis Ann Smith: 

How did you find the game? 

I've worked with the creator before, even on 

the book series the game is based on. 

Was it easy to play? 

Very easy, the system DB is built on has 

some of the best balance between function, 

freedom and the actual work players need 

to put in to play. 

Did you enjoy the game? 

Very much so, we're still playing it even 

though the testing is over. 

What about the game was Good/Needed 

improvement/Didn't like? 

The biggest draw is freedom. There is no 

aspect of the world setting which I am not 

confident can be explored within the game 

in its current form. 

Advancement was a problem, as was magic. 

During very early tests combining the two 

broke balance over its knee with a sickening 

crack. We've made a lot of revisions to the 

system since then and tested several 

versions of magic and advancement rules of 

http://www.amazon.com/Luke-Green/e/B00ECEF3BG
http://www.amazon.com/Luke-Green/e/B00ECEF3BG
http://rpg.drivethrustuff.com/browse.php?manufacturers_id=4131
http://rpg.drivethrustuff.com/browse.php?manufacturers_id=4131
http://battlefieldpress.com/
http://www.evilhat.com/home/
http://www.voidstarstudios.com/
http://fredgdperry.deviantart.com/
http://arcosart.deviantart.com/
http://inframan.deviantart.com/
http://uisshu.deviantart.com/
http://roemesquita.deviantart.com/
http://lufidelis.deviantart.com/
http://peipp.deviantart.com/
http://msonia.deviantart.com/
http://ishutani.deviantart.com/
http://hentaineko.deviantart.com/
http://toviorogers.deviantart.com/
http://dpragan.deviantart.com/
http://joanaferreiraart.deviantart.com/
http://johnbecaro.deviantart.com/
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http://keeltierrayerma.deviantart.com/


course, but I still recall spending those early 

tests feeling bad for playing the spotlight 

stealing squad. 

Would you recommend the game to others? 

I 'would' and in fact DO, fairly often. 

Response from Simon Gillen: 

How did you find the game? 

Overall, I love it. It has a bit of a learning 

curve but the characters I've played have 

never felt more 'alive', the way characters 

in a good book do. I also have to call out the 

sheer amount of background and setting 

work Luke's done on the project, not to 

mention the novels. It's deep and complex. 

There's enough room for whatever take on 

it you want from wacky school hijinks to 

check-your-pants horror. We've done both 

extremes and it's still true to setting. 

 Was it easy to play? 

Before playtesting Divine Blood, I had 

limited experience with FATE Core and 

Strands of Fate so I knew a little about what 

I was getting into. I've also played d20 and 

WoD systems extensively and the mechanics 

of the FATE engine definitely take some 

getting used to but I feel that picked up 

Divine Blood quickly. Personally I find 

FATE Core and Strands of Fate to be a bit 

clunky and confusing in places, I can't 

remember how many times I've asked if I 

get the use of a particular aspect for free or 

not in a scene for example. We spent some 

time ironing out the kinks, though, and now 

it runs like a dream. Especially the magic 

system, we spent a good amount of time 

getting it right. Getting past that learning 

curve hump is the difficult part, once it 

clicks you'll never look back. 

Did you enjoy the game? 

It's been a blast. To be clear that I'm not a 

huge fan of the current major iterations of 

the FATE system, though I like the way the 

Aspect mechanic both advantages and 

disadvantages characters. But I admit, 

nothing beats FATE for storytelling, there's 

a million amusing anecdotes I'd like to gab 

on about like an overly enthusiastic 

conventioneer, like the time my character 

served raw coffee grounds to a Sidhe 

because of my 'Ever-present Threat of 

Inanimate Objects' aspect being compelled. 

I think that one made it into the book as an 

example of play. Suffice to say I've 

genuinely laughed, I've cried and laid some 

smackdown on villains who desperately 

deserve it. Doesn't get better than that. 

What about the game did you feel was good, 

needed improvement or didn't like? 

The aspect mechanic is what makes FATE a 

good system, no matter which iteration you 

play. Most other systems you fall into a trap 

where you never want anything bad to 

happen to your character, not even 

minutely. Aspects let you or the GM throw 

potholes in your character's path but that's 

not new to Divine Blood. Specifically to 

Divine Blood, I think we've made it run a 

bit smoother, ironed out the details a bit. 

We also ran into problems with the magic 

system overshadowing all other powers, 

which we've since fixed. Magic is still a 

powerful multi-purpose toolbox but it 

comes with significant problems that have 

to be roleplayed, like slowly losing your 

mind to a divine patron. I've played 

characters with and without powers and 

never felt that I wasn't contributing. 

I have to admit, it's hard for me to find stuff 

not to like about Divine Blood, it's my kind 

of setting. It wears anime influences on its 

sleeve, there are globe-spanning 

conspiracies, divine plots, mecha, 

cyberpunk elements... I'm pretty much 

square in the line of sight as Luke's target 

audience so it's hard for me to judge. The 

thing I have the most dislike for is having to 

come up with so many short phrases for the 



aspects but paradoxically I'm good at it. 

Character and campaign creation can be 

tough but if you're into world building it's 

serious fun. 

Would you recommend the game to others? 

Without a doubt, I have already done so. If 

you're like me and you like: anime, 

cyberpunk, spy thrillers, psychic powers, 

mythology, horror and roleplaying over 

mechanics, I'd recommend Divine Blood to 

you.  

  



Abra-Cadaver 

By Steve Blake 

 

An inexplicable darkness surrounds 

me. Its embrace crushes me. I can’t focus. 

Where am I? Who am I? 

I search my mind for memories. 

God, I’m hungry. No, put that to one side. 

Focus. The memories wash through my 

mind. I try to grasp them, but like water I 

cannot hold onto them as they trickle away 

from me. I concentrate. I was ill. No, that’s 

not right. Father, I see his face. There, 

something I can hold onto. I put my 

attention fully on that memory and try to 

remember. 

Dad was a researcher. He was not 

the kind who wears a white coat and works 

in a laboratory. We travelled the world, 

exploring ancient myths. He believed 

knowledge had been accrued by man and 

lost again. Important knowledge that might 

cure disease, maybe answer important 

questions. 

I remember he was always so 

distant. There was something that had 

placed a barrier between us. My Mother - 

that’s it. Her death; he somehow blamed 

me, and yet loved me at the same time. 

That was why he was so driven. He sought 

life eternal.  

Shadowy, suited men, provided 

money, accommodation, transport. I 

vaguely remember him telling me that the 

large pharmaceutical companies were 

interested in all cures, not just pills. He 

told me that they wanted access to 

anything he found first and paid him 

handsomely for that opportunity. 

We travelled the world. West 

Africa, the Caribbean, the deep south of 

the United States was where we spent most 

years. I struggle to remember the others. I 

fumble at the memory. Where else? Maybe 

Nepal, could have been Tibet, and 

possibly, the rainforests of Brazil. 

My mind is so woozy, like I’m 

emerging from the worst hangover ever. It 

might be that it’s a coma. It’s still so dark. 

I’m still so hungry. I can’t feel. It’s like 

everything is just beyond my reach. I feel a 

rhythm. It’s like it’s in my chest. I cannot 

place it. To me it sounds like a child’s 

rhyme. The words escape me. I only feel 

it, something... 

Rhymes, words, rhythm. Rhymes, words, 

rhythm. Rhymes, words, rhythm. 

There, a vague recollection. Words. 

Father always said that words had power, 

real power. Old powerful words had 

become lost to us or twisted so that they 

became impotent. He spoke of words once 

uttered in hushed, whispered tones, such 

was their supremacy. He told me how 

we’d lost our way, how in today’s world 

second rate magicians uttered 

misconstrued vocabulary as if it was part 

of a comedy routine. If they changed one 

or two syllables, and spoke with purpose, 

they could bring forward powers not seen 

in many millennia. 

What was the word the magicians 

used? The word my Father scoffed at. 

Abra …? Abracadabra? Yes. That was it. 

But it was wrong, so Father said.  

The rhythm is still there. I don’t 

hear it though, I feel it. It’s within me. It’s 

not my heart beating. I cannot feel that. 



Maybe I’m ‘locked in’, like those people 

who can only speak by blinking their eyes.  

I try to hold my initial panic at bay. 

Slowly, I realise that I feel no panic. I 

search my memories again but they escape 

me. The past no longer matters. It does not 

exist to me. I’m not frustrated anymore. 

It’s alright. I am calm. I hear the rhythm 

within me again. I hear the words but I do 

not hear them. They are gibberish but 

make complete sense. 

As I accept the truth, I feel a bliss I 

cannot describe, a sense of purpose. I feel 

no pain – neither physical nor emotional. 

There is no burden upon me. 

With this acceptance I realise I can 

move my limbs. My form is wasted and 

yet I have great strength. My eyes open 

and I see that I am within a container. My 

arms push up, breaking through the 

wooden prison. Soil is above it. I rise and 

pull myself upwards. I break through the 

surface of the ground. I am reborn. I leave 

the womb of the earth and emerge 

renewed. A man stands before me, he 

mutters “Abra-Cadaver”. His voice is 

breathless, his expression switches from 

satisfaction to horror. He shakes and 

stutters, “S-s-s-son...” 

I see him and my purpose grips me. 

I am hungry. I am hunger. I must feed. I 

must cleanse this world, one soul at a time. 

I try to speak but the words will not form 

in my mouth. A low moan escapes my 

lips. I can only show him the joy and 

perfection of my rebirth. I fall upon him 

tasting his sweet flesh. He shall soon join 

me. Together we shall go forth and share 

our epiphany with all.  

I am a bringer of ecstasy. I shall relieve 

you of your mortal burdens and help you 

ascend to greatness. Now I must sate my 

hunger and free you all. 

Soon all will experience the bliss and 

serenity, that only the ‘undead’ can know.  

 

  

Of all the magical things that could happen to a gamer 
geek in the mundane world, dating a shape-changed 

Dragon has to be up there. It's like getting your 

Hogwarts letter, but with sex. 

Rose Drake has come to Earth for three years in order 
to soak up the local energy and increase her chances 

of having happy, healthy, baby hatchlings when she 

goes home. In exchange for his time and energy, 

David’s body and love life both undergo extreme 

makeovers. It sounds like the deal of a lifetime. 

Fate doesn’t let David and Rose off so easily. A 

friend of theirs is murdered, their homeowner’s 

association starts harassing them, and they have to 
complete a quest for an Elven sage in order to stop a 

genocidal Unicorn from turning Earth into a 

radioactive wasteland. 

After all, when you’re dating a Dragon, you’re 

already a hero. It says so in the fine print. 

https://museituppublishing.com/bookstore/index.php/n

ew-releases/life-with-a-fire-breathing-girlfriend-detail 

 

https://museituppublishing.com/bookstore/index.php/new-releases/life-with-a-fire-breathing-girlfriend-detail
https://museituppublishing.com/bookstore/index.php/new-releases/life-with-a-fire-breathing-girlfriend-detail


 

 

My little Con’s all 

grown up. 

By Matt Mitchell 

 

 

I have a confession to make…I’m a bit 

of a Convention snob. So I had every 

expectation of being definitively 

underwhelmed by the Dallas Comic 

Con. As an avid lover of all things geeky, 

I’d been to it a few times in the past and 

enjoyed it. But after attending Dragon 

Con, and Gen Con, and the San Francisco 

Comic Con, I figured it would be like 

going back and watching old Batman TV 

show with Adam West. Sure, it’s a fun 

way to kill a few hours, but compared to 

the other incarnations of the Dark Knight, 

it just seems a little sad and cheap (I await 

the emails, your hate only fuels me). But 

lured by the cast of Star Trek TNG and 

Firefly appearing in my back yard, I 

decided to check it out anyway. And man, 

was I blown away. 

 

My little Con was all grown up. 

Fuelled by the continued mainstreaming of 

super heroes from movies and TV, the vast 

powers of capitalism have converged to 

grow the Dallas Comic Con faster than 

Mario on a red mushroom. Now, don’t get 

me wrong, it’s not the behemoth that its 

cousin in San Francisco is, but in a lot of 

ways that worked in its favour. Parking 

was close and reasonably priced, there 

were no hours-long wait lines, and you 

didn’t have to play toilet paper roulette in 

the bathrooms.  

 

Although it lacked the 

comic-movie celebrities that have become 

standard fare, it pulled in a solid array of 

the Sci-fi staples and fan favourites. The 

entire cast of Star Trek TNG was there, 

minus Patrick Stewart who wasn’t’ 

available (though Shatner was for some 

reason), and most of the cast of Firefly as 

well. Let me say something; I have never 

in my life experienced a collective 

nerdgasm the like when Nathan Fillion 

walked into the convention hall. Stan Lee 

wand William Shatner were a few more of 

the headliners, along with a couple of the 

Walking Dead folks. What was nice was 

that the celebrities were accessible. The 

lines were reasonable, and if you just 



wanted to go fist-bump Worf all it cost 

was ten minutes in line (apparently 

celebrities don’t shake hands anymore). 

And the panel discussions were all 

wonderful, other than Nathan Fillion 

almost being killed by a falling backdrop 

(yes, I’m 

serious) 

The 

exhibit hall was full of 

venders with pretty awesome geek-swag, 

and for once there were nice wide isles, so 

I didn’t have to spoon the three hundred 

pound Deadpool with con-funk to get to 

the lightsabers. My personal geekgasm 

moment came when I came across J. Scott 

Campbell drawing custom covers for 

Amazing Spider-man. Cross that one off 

the ‘ol bucket list. 

There was an impressively wide array of 

panel discussions. My only complaint was 

that the times and locations were not 

clearly marked, so I missed a few I wanted 

to sit in on. A separate flyer that detailed 

the panels would have been appreciated. 

 

And of course, no Convention would be 

complete without the costumes. I’m 

constantly amazed and astounded by the 

level of costuming amateur cosplayers 

achieve with just a sewing machine, a case 

of Red Bull, and a dream. Setting the 

random steampunkers aside, the costumes 

ranged from the amazingly accurate, to the 

gender-bending cross characters, to the just 

plain hilarious. My favourite by far were 

the two that dressed up as Wash’s 

dinosaurs from Firefly, carrying signs that 

read “curse your sudden but inevitable 

betrayal”. They win ComicCon. 

 

So, while the Dallas version doesn’t quite 

reach the height of its west coast relative, 

it’s punching in the same weight class. I 

had a blast and I’m definitely going to 

check it out again next year. 

  



 

  



And that's when the time machine 

decided to stop working. 

 

By Jim King 

 

So there I was, trying to make a 

living, a few deals here and there. Nothing 

big. Enough to keep myself in beer and 

keep the van running. 

It was a Tuesday, just after lunch. 

The van was empty, my only job for the 

day had just been delivered and I was 

heading home. Then this old fella appeared 

in front of me. 

Not stepped in front of me, not ran 

or jumped. He appeared, out of thin air. 

One second the road was empty and the 

next there he was. I braked but he was so 

close I hit him anyway.  

So I jumped out to see how bad he 

was hurt, I didn’t need another insurance 

rise, it was hard enough to pay the current 

rate, Insurance costs, bloody rip off 

merchants. 

Anyway this fella was alive, didn’t 

seem to badly hurt, just bruised and 

knocked down. Funny clothing, looked 

like he had escaped from the sixties, jump 

suit and spangle covered  shirt, long hair, 

silver necklace with some serious sized 

bling hanging off it. 

He was moaning about we have to 

stop him, stop the death. That got my 

attention, I didn’t have nothing to do with 

the heavies round here, strictly small time 

me. Killings were right out. But this fella 

was pointing at some kid playing on the 

pavement, don’t let him die he was saying. 

Die, the kid was behind a row of 

cars and next to the shops, nothing 

dangerous there. 

Then I saw it happen, slow motion 

like. The kid turned and waved to someone 

across the road, then he started to run 

between the parked cars. The bus was 

going about twenty but the kid was too 

short, the driver would never see him over 

the parked cars. 

I was running before I knew it, me, 

running like some sort of hero. I grabbed 

the kid and puched him back between the 

cars just before the bus bumped me.  

Next thing I knew I’m lying on the 

pavement with a bunch of people standing 

over me calling me a hero. Me, a hero, 

firkin hell. 

~ 

Anyhow after a trip to the hospital 

I grabbed a lift home, the rossers had 

collected my van and locked it up 

somewhere leaving me walking. Still I got 

home and collapsed in a chair, getting hit 

by a bus, this hero thing leaves a lot of 

bruises. 

That’s when the fella appeared 

again. Right out of thin air. Only this time 

he was like some twenties wide boy, suit 

with lapels a foot wide, shiny shoes, the 

whole works. 

So there I am sitting there while 

this fella is thanking me and telling me he 

is some sort of time traveller, yea right a 

time traveller. Though it seems he wasn’t 

travelling in one time, it was sort of 

complex, alternate time lines, divergence 

points. Most of it went right over my head 

but the thing was that every time 



something happens in our timeline that has 

two outcomes both happen, the one in our 

time line and the other in a new parallel 

timeline. 

So he could jump from one to the 

next, how freakin cool is that.  

He was even showing me how his 

time machine worked, it was that huge 

piece of bling round his neck. Then it went 

ping and he went white like he had seen a 

ghost. 

And that's when the time machine 

decided to stop working. 

It was bad, real bad, something to 

do with a divergence point where he was 

dead and alive. Problem was the time 

machine got confused by both possibilities 

and stopped working, but he was fine, 

alive and everything so what had 

happened.  

Then he dropped dead. 

~ 

I told the police he was a mate, in 

town and going to a costume party. They 

were suspicious till the autopsy. A massive 

cerebral hermitage or some such. 

Something to do with exposure  to an 

unknown radiation. Didn’t understand it 

myself but he was dead, the police let me 

go and best of all. 

I had a firkin time machine. 

It took me a while to get going but 

after that there was no stopping me. I 

could hop to the closest alternate time lines 

ahead a bit or back a bit. I tried to get the 

lottery numbers but something kept going 

wrong. Too many variables I guessed 

because the numbers were never the same. 

If it was yes or no that would be the same 

but the lottery, all those spinning balls. 

That never worked. 

Still I was a dealer, when I went to 

some place that was back a few weeks in 

time I remembered, there was going to be 

a real bad storm, typhoon, thousands of 

people homeless. Hey if I could buy up a 

load of tents and bottled water I could 

make a killing.  

So I did. 

It was fantastic, I could go 

someplace where a disaster was going to 

happen and buy up all the stuff people 

needed then sell it back for twice the 

money. That crash in the price of silver, I 

bought up a van load cheap then went back 

to where the prices were still high before 

the crash happened and cashed in. 

I was making so much money; a 

few time jumps every day. I didn’t know 

what to do with the money. I had some 

warehouses, three big new vans and some 

drivers. A nice four bed detached out in 

the suburbs. 

I was minted. It was hard work, I 

was knackered at the end of the day, 

getting old. Used to be a few months ago I 

could make three or four jumps a day, now 

two left me exhausted. Still getting time to 

retire. Hell I was a millionaire, me, a 

couple of million in the bank. Who would 

have thought? 

~ 

Then I heard a Ping and that's when 

the time machine decided to stop working. 

 

  



Interview with Valery Riddle 

Oh! Hello there! So, you've come to ask 

me about me. Terrific! Nobody asks me 

about me. Usually people want to know 

about themselves, that's how things are in 

the modern world. Only my friends ask. 

They are good people, I'm telling you.  

But you are addressing the wrong person 

right now. Here is the more sociable, kind, 

society-compatible chatterbox which can 

tell you nothing about writing. She doesn't 

do the writing. That's right, I'm letting you 

in on a secret. She is not the person you've 

wanted to talk about.  

Now close your eyes. Come on. Close 

them. That's it. You didn't come here to 

read. You don't read books. You feel them. 

You let your imagination do the telling. So 

what's the point of reading about a writer? 

Let's go visit one. 

Go on, you can open your eyes now. 

Haven't felt a thing, have you? That's how 

efficiently your imagination works. Now 

look around you. Feel the fresh air. 

Breathe it in. Deeper. People sometimes 

forget how to breathe. The forest is 

rustling behind us, that's where you've 

come from, but we are interested in what's 

ahead. Oh, and by the way, I am right next 

to you, this averagely short bespectacled 

girl with a heap of red hair, her shoulders 

stooping from constantly sitting in 

uncomfortable poses, this is me. My 

appearance doesn't change when I write. 

My attitude does. I don't like to talk much, 

I am buried in thoughts, I merely chuckle 

when I find things hilarious. This is the me 

you've come to talk about.  

But I remind you to look ahead. See the 

castle which rises proudly on top of that 

hill? It doesn't look old like most other 

castles, you won't find any defensive 

means around it either, and there is still 

building going on in its multiple towers. 

There are over 150 inhabitants there, mind 

you, and more are coming to stay. This is 

what my writing looks like. I don't live in 

the castle, but I visit it quite often. Let's 

move into one of the living rooms where 

nobody can disturb us and you can safely 

ask your questions. Somebody might come 

by, but I doubt it - they are pretty busy 

with their own lives. 

- When did you first start writing? 

This is not an easy question to answer, 

because there is really no way of 

pinpointing a specific date even to a year. I 

know I wrote a poem when I was seven or 

eight, and it was around the New Year, and 

I read it at school and told people it was 

mine, but I don't even remotely remember 

what was in it. To make my life easier I've 

set a date to track years, so this year on 19, 

April it's been 11 years since I've started 

working on my novel in its first draft. The 

castle we are in is actually very much 

younger than that, say five years at this 

point. I used to have trouble deciding if I 

want to struggle with life as a writer, but 

apparently the choice wasn't mine to make. 

- Do you read much?  If yes, have you 

always loved reading? 

It's hard to say if I would be reading just as 

much if I hadn't gone through the 

university literature courses, where you 



have to read a certain amount of books to 

pass, but I do enjoy holding a book in my 

hands. When I was a kid, my grandma 

used to read me books about Tom Sawyer, 

while I, having read those multiple times 

before that, interrupted her and quoted the 

text in huge passages. I guess that counts 

as book-loving. But I am also drawn 

strictly to classical literature, which I only 

read if I know the language of its origin 

enough to enjoy it without translation. 

Alas, strict policies like that let many 

books avoid my radar.  

- Who’s your favourite author?  What’s 

your favourite book? 

My favourite author is a Russian classical 

writer of the Silver Age of literature, 

Fyodor Sologub, who is barely known in 

Russia, so I don't expect anyone abroad to 

recognize his name. For easier 

understanding, I'll say that he closely 

resembles Edgar Allan Poe in style, whose 

poem Raven I love and know by heart as 

well. Apart from some other Russian 

authors, I can name several books that 

never leave my bedside table: Martin Eden 

by Jack London, Paradise Lost and 

Regained by John Milton and the last but 

hardly the least The Heart of Darkness by 

Joseph Conrad. 

- What writers have influenced you the 

most? 

The aforementioned writers of the Silver 

Age of Russian literature, but my readers 

have also been telling me I have something 

from Virginia Wolfe in my works. I have 

attempted to read her three times and still 

haven't gone through any of her books to 

the end, so I have no idea where the 

opinion comes from. 

- Do you have a favourite fictional 

character?  Either from a book or movie 

or a tv show? 

Would it be sufficient if I say Mr. Spock 

played by Leonard Nimoy, whom I regard 

with utmost respect, and then we'll skip to 

the next question? Otherwise this 

interview risks to get very long. Very-very 

long. You wouldn't want that. My 

chatterbox non-writer self might come 

back. 

- What are you working on right 

now?  Can you tell us something about 

it? 

Thanks to the previous question, the first 

thing that comes to mind is my huge 

(approximately 100 A4 pages) Star Trek 

fanfiction. Otherwise I am working on my 

novel. That would be the central tower of 

the castle which will be the highest when 

it's finished. It's been rebuilt four times and 

right now about 30 characters live in it. 

The plot as I can tell you without revealing 

many details includes the basic elements 

(fire, water, air and some others) obtaining 

human bodies and trying to survive among 

humans. The general theme of the story is 

how humans are strong enough to outlive 

anything. The novel is in Russian but I 

might start translating it in a few years. 

Also I have this planet called Admea, on 

which most of my ongoing English stories 

take place. I have a lot going on in here. 

Like I said, 150 people running around. 

- Is there anything in particular that you 

do to get in the mood to write, or to get 

in the ‘zone’?  Any particular pre-

writing routines?   

One thing is, I have to be in motion for it. I 

don't mean moving myself, but travelling, 

being on a bus, having to go to work are 

the keys I can think of that make the gears 

shift. New experiences help me get ideas 

to forward a story, I often have to try 

things out before I get down to write them 

(thank god my guys don't do any drugs). 

Being outside in parks and suburbs also 

helps to get me into the mood. Greenery 

always makes me feel alive and free. Why 

else do you think I've made you imagine 

coming out of the woods? 

- Where do you do your writing? 



I don't see how the previous answer doesn't 

cover this, so I'll pretend to understand the 

question differently. I always do my 

writing digitally. My thoughts have always 

been too fast to write down in time, I often 

find myself staring at the wall over a 

completely blank page as my mind has 

already figured out half of the story, so the 

means to catch the thought should be fast 

and accessible anywhere. That's why I 

often waste money on expensive mobile 

phones that have either a keyboard or, as 

of right now, a handwriting recognition 

engine. Retyping from paper is so not my 

thing. 

- How do you approach your 

writing?  i.e. - Do you do 

outlines?  Character bios?  Etc.? 

That and more. I mean, I have an 

imaginary castle for all the characters, I 

also think of them as my children. I have 

maps and planet history by date. I have 

family trees for some characters, I have a 

collection of portraits and statuettes, I have 

short drafts of plots that I write. One of my 

favourite games is to take a random 

character in a random situation and try to 

figure what they'd do. I see my writing as 

something coexisting with the real history 

of humankind. 

- Do you have any advice for other 

writers? 

Do it. Do it again. Do it better. If you've 

just started to write and you love 

everything you write, put it away for a 

year. See if you love it then. If your friends 

love your writing more than you do - you 

are making progress. You can't become a 

master right off the bat. There is nothing in 

this world you can be good at without 

practice. You used to fall down every other 

step in the beginning of your life. Keep 

going.  

- Are you a morning person or evening 

person?  Day or night? 

I am definitely more of an evening person 

that a morning one, but I can function just 

as well if I actually manage to crawl out of 

my bed at 6 am. I am more sure of the 

answer if we are talking about writing - the 

peak is around midnight. 

- Do you have any pets? 

I used to have a budgie called after one of 

my characters, and I am sure the bird 

started taking after him. I had to give the 

pet away, which was a necessary evil, but I 

adore birds. I am thinking of getting a 

couple of budgies later on and naming 

them after one of my couples. Then I'd get 

a dog, whom I want to call after my most 

optimistic character. As you can see, I 

don't so much have a pet as I want one. 

There are two pets in the castle as well, my 

main heroine has got a bat, Christian, and 

then another girl has got a spider, Nida. I 

mean, those are pets in the conventional 

sense. There are a lot of pet names I hear 

being used within these walls, too. 

- What’s your favourite ‘I need a break 

from writing’ activity? 

In all honesty, this is a question I can't 

answer because I always need a break 

FOR writing, and I wish I could be writing 

without a break.  

- How do you approach writing sex 

scenes?  They can range from mild to 

wild.  Where are you on the mild to wild 

meter? 

Heh. You should try asking that louder and 

I won't have to answer, because there is a 

guy around who would love to talk about 

this with you. Possibly even skip the 

talking. With that in mind, I do write a fair 

share of sex scenes but the word I use is 

'subtle'. I used to write graphic scenes but I 

quickly got bored with the approach, 

because there really are only so many 

poses to take. My interest lies deep in the 

subconscious, so I stay in the character's 

brain during the scene. I pay attention to 

the enhanced details, the skin-deep 



feelings, the uniting of minds as well as 

bodies, the loss of inner exhibitions.  

- Do you write in one genre?  Or more 

than one? 

Long exploration of detail is what holds 

my interest, so mostly I do really long 

stories and of course my novel, the one I 

have mentioned before. But I also write 

poetry, both verses and longer poems, and 

sometimes short stories, if I keep myself in 

check not to go too far with the plot. As 

for what I write about, it's usually fantasy, 

because there are magic and supernatural 

beings, sometimes it's science fiction, 

more often than not I show real life, but to 

gather all my works together I would say 

'psychological fiction'. 

- Are you self-published or with a 

publishing house? 

None of the above. My country doesn't 

really support young authors, so you have 

to pay huge money to actually publish 

something, with no certainty the book will 

be bought or read. I've made feeble 

attempts to find a magazine but I was 

declined. 

- What are your thoughts on getting a 

literary agent? 

Again, I'm not certain how that works in 

my country, but from what I know about 

the profession, a helping hand in what I do 

is always welcome. Especially because I 

have no real idea how to do the marketing. 

- What about marketing?  How do you 

approach that area? 

And I think the answer to this is clear by 

now. 

- What about beta readers?  Do you use 

them?  How many do you have?  Where 

do you find them? 

Actually, I am looking for some right now, 

because the beta readers I have had before 

disagreed with me on too many grounds, 

and I myself have concentration problems 

to properly edit my own work. So what I 

need is a well-educated native English 

speaker because I mostly write in English 

now and there is always something very 

small that only a native speaker can point 

out. Actually, I am quite serious when I 

say that you are welcome to drop by and 

offer your help, if you like what you see in 

my works. 

- What’s your favourite food? 

An unexpected change of topic. I don't 

have any specific dish that I love above all 

others, but would you like some tea? 

- What’s your favourite colour? 

Green. Nature. Forests. Fields. Freshness. 

Life. Rebirth. Let's take a walk outside. 

- Is there a particular website or 

Facebook page or blog that you, as a 

writer, find very helpful? 

Not really, no. I am a self-taught writer 

who learns from other authors and finds 

scientific information for the stories in the 

library and on the Internet. No blogs as 

such. 

- What’s your favourite time of the 

year? 

Autumn. This might sound as a 

contradiction to what I have been repeating 

about nature and rebirth so far, but this 

season is the calmest one of all, and I value 

calmness. It is also the most beautiful, be it 

sunshine or downpour, with fire on every 

tree and leaves talking to you as you 

slowly walk through the park. Serenity is 

the word I'm looking for. 

- What’s your most recent book 

about?  And where can people buy it? 

I've said that I don't publish my books but 

now that the question sounds like this, I 

can say that there is a book with my name 

in it, because I am also a translator and this 

book I've taken part in translating. You 



won't buy it, though, because the stories 

belong to a Hungarian classical writer, 

Géza Csáth, who stands in one line with 

Fyodor Sologub and Edgar Allan Poe (as I 

have once already mentioned), and my 

translation was, of course, into Russian. 

- As a writer, what do you feel is your 

strongest gift or talent or skill that you 

have, that helps you the most as a 

writer? 

My strongest talent of all is for languages, 

and one could say it helps me in writing, 

as it expands the readers' circle, but if I 

answer this seriously, then it is my 

observation skills and the ability to 

interpret even the slightest gestures people 

make. I watch people's reactions to various 

situations, their motives and goals, and 

explore them further on the paper. I could 

say that the great talent I have is to weave 

words into the tapestry of a story but as 

talents go, this ability is not considered to 

be one anymore. 

- Please share some of your links with us 

- Facebook author page, website, where 

people can find your books 

http://valeryriddle.ucoz.org/publ. This is 

my website for those who by some chance 

know my native tongue. I used to think no 

one studied it, but apparently they do. Why 

you would do that, my friends, I don't have 

the slightest idea, but if you insist, then by 

all means come visit. 

 

  

Imagination can create – or it can destroy. Sam Little, a 

wildly imaginative ten-year old boy, holds that power in his 

mind. In an effort to cope in the ordinary world, Sam 

makes one heartfelt wish to make his imagination real. He 

doesn’t quite realize the seriousness of his wish until his 

once imaginary, but now quite real friend, Yetews, 

unexpectedly draws him into the hidden world of Imagia. 

Though he believes that he is merely on an adventure of 

his own creating, he begins to see that he’s wrong. What 

begins as an exciting adventure quickly spirals into a 

waking nightmare. 

 

With the help of his Guardian and the friends he makes 

along the way, he discovers just how powerful imagination 

is and how dangerous it can be when used by the wrong 

mind. His unique ability will alter the course of his life and 

change the very world he’s in. Once he finds that he’s 

been brought into this world in the midst of dark and 

dangerous times, he’s forced upon a decision that no child 

should be forced to make – return home, or become one 

of the lost children in Imagia forever. 

http://www.amazon.com/The-Gateway-Imagia-

Little-

Trilogy/dp/1494494752/ref=tmm_pap_title_0?ie

=UTF8&qid=1399929726&sr=8-1  

http://valeryriddle.ucoz.org/publ
http://www.amazon.com/The-Gateway-Imagia-Little-Trilogy/dp/1494494752/ref=tmm_pap_title_0?ie=UTF8&qid=1399929726&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/The-Gateway-Imagia-Little-Trilogy/dp/1494494752/ref=tmm_pap_title_0?ie=UTF8&qid=1399929726&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/The-Gateway-Imagia-Little-Trilogy/dp/1494494752/ref=tmm_pap_title_0?ie=UTF8&qid=1399929726&sr=8-1
http://www.amazon.com/The-Gateway-Imagia-Little-Trilogy/dp/1494494752/ref=tmm_pap_title_0?ie=UTF8&qid=1399929726&sr=8-1
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Department of Public Safety 

Incident Record 17 October, 23:56 

Begin Transcript:  
 

OPERATOR: Hello, you’ve reached 

Crossroads Support Centre. How can we 

help? 

FEMALE CALLER: Hello, hi, this 

the rollover hotline isn't it? Can I talk to 

someone? Do I have to say who I am? 

O: You can talk to me, your privacy 

is protected. How can we help? Crossroads 

specializes in all aspects of onset. I’m 

Eileen. Ask me anything. 

FC: I think I’m going to die. (crying 

in background) I’m so scared. 

O: Being frightened is normal, but 

hundreds of people go through rollover 

every year. A positive test result isn’t the 

end of your life. What’s worrying you? 

Employment leave? Finances? We can 

help you file for legal protection and 

hardship grants. Do you have children? 

Are you married? We offer counselling. 

(15 seconds silence) 

O: Are you still with me? Don’t be 

scared. We can help. It’s what we do. 

FC: I’m thirteen. 

O: Thirteen? Not thirty? 

FC: I know, right? I’m going to die, 

aren’t I? Everybody knows that if the 

change hits when you’re still a kid then 

you die. I only got my period last year. I 

don’t want to die. Why is this happening? 

Why? (crying) 

O: Oh, baby, please stay on the line. 

Hang on. I just need... 

(background mumbling) 

FC: Hello? 

O: I’m listening. Are you sure? You 

haven’t even had your first official blood 

screening. Are you absolutely sure it’s 

onset? 

FC: Yes, I’m sure! I am not being 

hysterical. Mom always tells me I’m being 

dramatic, but I’m not. I took Advanced 

Health this year, and I got 100%  on the 

Disruption Symptoms unit. 

O: That’s good. That’s great. You 

sound like a smart girl. I’m just trying to 

understand. Tell me your symptoms. 

FC: There was a spot on my arm, 

when I was dressing after gym, all blue 

and sparkly, and it didn’t come off even 

when I scrubbed. Then I was late to 

English and everybody stared at me. I 

think they know. 

O: Let’s not focus on that. Could it 

be a bruise? 

FC: You don’t believe me, do you? I 

know what bruises look like. (rustling) It’s 

bigger now, all down my side, and it 

itches. I’m going to die, and I’ll hurt other 

people first, if I’m a banger or a plague rat, 

and you don’t even believe me. I don’t 

know why I even bothered. I should go. 

O:  Wait, please. I do believe you, I 

promise. Stay on the line with me. Tell me 

how you’re feeling. 

FC: I’m hot. Do you know what's 

sad? I haven’t even had a real kiss yet. 

Only a stupid spin-the-bottle kiss with Lee 

at Bethany’s birthday party last summer, 

and one with gross pimply Frank after 

homeroom. Were those sins? I try to be 

good, I truly do. 

(background mumbling) 

O: I’m sure you are a very good girl. 

You're smart, calm, and helpful. Help me 

understand. Keep talking. Why are you 

thinking about sins? 

18 October  00:02 Department of 

Public Safety nationwide alert issued, 

pending target. 

FC: Isn't it happening because I’m a 

sinner? It’s hard to be good. When I 

peeked at the back of the math book on the 

assignment, that was a sin too, wasn't it? 

This all my fault because I’m a sinner and 

a cheater. 



O: Oh, God. No, baby. It’s biology, 

not  punishment. You said the spot on your 

arm was shimmery. Tell me more about 

that. 

FC: I’m glowing all over now. I feel 

so hot. I’m going to be a banger, aren’t I? 

I’m going turn into a torch or a grenade or 

worse, and I thought so, that’s why I made 

Celine cry at dinner, so she would sleep 

with Mom and Dad, but...I’m so sorry. 

God will hear me if I say I’m sorry, won’t 

he? If I promise I will never be bad again, 

will this stop? 

O: Oh, you poor thing. 

(Muttering. Inaudible conversation) 

18 October 00:05  Crossroads 

phone trace places target at <address 

redacted> Department of Public Safety 

Response Unit 216 scrambled. Standard 

local notification. 

O: Baby, listen. Help is on its way. 

FC: What help? Did you call the 

monster brigade on me?  You ratted? How 

could you? I trusted you. You said I didn't 

have to say my name.  

O: Please don’t be angry. I had to do 

it. You said your parents are there, and 

your sister. You don’t want to hurt anyone, 

remember? 

FC: No, of course I don’t.  

(5 seconds silence) 

O: Are you still there? 

(12 seconds silence) 

O: Baby? Can you talk to me? 

FC: It’s for the best, isn’t it? 

(crying.) I forgive you for ratting. I’m 

supposed to forgive people. It’s always 

best to forgive, right? 

O: (throat clearing) You are a good 

girl. Thank you for understanding. 

FC: My sheets smell funny. They’re 

turning all dark. I think they’re burning, 

and I don’t understand. I don’t drink or do 

drugs or stay out late, I turn in my 

assignments, I only cheated once, ever. 

Maybe twice. Those aren't sins that would 

make God this angry, are they? Why is this 

happening to me? 

O: I wish I knew, baby. Help is 

coming. Stay right where you are. 

FC: I will. I hate God. This isn’t my 

fault. I try to be good. 

O: Yes, you are. You are good. Just 

hold on. 

FC: They’ll come for me soon, 

won’t they? 

O: Yes, baby. They’ll be there soon. 

I’ll stay with you. I'm here, baby. 

 

End Transcript 

18 October  01:17  DPS Response 

Unit 216 reports successful containment. 

Fatalities: 0. Injuries: 3. Property loss: 

total. 

  

Discover the beginning of The Sundered Lands 

Saga in The Raging One! 
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HIDE AND SEEK 

 

By Lance Barnell 

 

'One' he said and got to four 

And then you fled through an open door 

Rush in hush, hide and seek 

Desperate breathing, floorboards creak 

Five to twelve brought to tally 

You're the hunted prey, no time to dally 

Empty corridor, empty room 

His ominous voice the clock of doom 

'Thirteen...thirteen!' screamed high pitch 

'You're gonna die boy like a witch' 

You run for cover whilst damp from 

drizzle 

With a conjured thought of a hammered 

chisel 

'I'll count to thirty' is what he said 

'And a short time later you'll be dead' 

Fourteen to twenty-one heard too clearly 

You're nowhere safe, not close, not nearly 

Upstairs, downstairs, which way's best? 

To foil the madman’s blood thirsty quest 

You tick the tocks and make your choice 

And hide away from his doom laden voice 

Up to twenty-seven and then there's 

silence 

The last few moments before the violence 

In the dark you count the thirty 

Hot and sweaty, scared and dirty 

Only hush with hide and seek 

Silent footfalls, floorboards creak 

'Thirty' shouted 'you'll convulse and twitch' 

'Then I'll dump your body in a ditch' 

One minute, two minutes absolute max 

He's leisurely followed the drips of your 

tracks 

 

You came in from the murk of the drizzle 

And found him with his hammer and 

chisel 

'Hello boy' he said 'let's play a game' 

'You don't know me, but you know my 

name' 

With an open hand he casually beckoned 

'We'll play hide and seek' is what he 

reckoned 

'I'll count to thirty' he sincerely said 

'And a short time later you'll be dead' 

'One' he said and got to four 

And then you fled through an open door 

 

Three minutes, four minutes absolute max 

He's followed and reached the end of your 

tracks 

He shouts 'Thirty seconds left to live' 

'And then I'll strain your brain through a 

sieve' 

Outside the door he stands in silence 

The last few moments before the violence 

One to ten tick tock you by 

Alone in darkness you want to cry 

'Thirteen...thirteen' whispered in low pitch 

'I'm here for you to kill the witch' 

Tap, tap, tap, on the door of the larder 

Your heart races and pounds even harder 

No rush, in a hush, hide and seek 

With the next ten seconds blacker than 

bleak 

You throw open the shield of the door 

And scurry across the tiles of the floor 

A fleeting glimpse of the hammer and 

chisel 

And kitchen windows drenched in the 

drizzle 

'Twenty-eight, twenty-nine, thirty...thirty!' 

he screams 

'I'll see you in my world of dreams' 

He laughs as you run even harder 

Away from the tomb of the larder 

'Run boy' he shouts 'hide and seek' 

'But we both know we're the son of a freak' 

Empty corridor, empty room 

His idle laughter flows up the flume 

 

Five minutes, six minutes absolute max 

You escape by retracing the prints of your 

tracks 

Back out into the murk of the drizzle 

Still holding his hammer and chisel 

Alone in the damp and the silence 

The last few moments before the start of 

the violence 

'Hide and seek' softly said 

'And now it's time that you were dead' 

Metal on bone hammered with a thud 

On your cheeks a diluted river of blood 

To your knees with only seconds to live 

Tap, tap, tap, goes the chisel on sieve 



 

The haunted book by Jeremy Dyson 

 

Excellent framing device of the author 

fictionalising “true” ghost stories and 

introducing them as he starts to become 

involved in them. The book is haunted. There 

are some deliciously creepy moments in this 

set of short stories. All the tales work well 

standalone but also combine together 

superbly with the author’s introductions to 

make it something more than just a 

collection of ghost stories, even though they 

are very good ghost stories, traditional but 

with a modern spin. 

 

Overall – Are you sure there is no-one behind 

you right now? 

 

London Falling by Paul Cornell 

 

Rob Toshack is a crime lord that has 

somehow come to run pretty much all the 

crime in London. DI Quill heads the operation 

to bring Toshack to justice & there are two 

undercover cops in the organisation helping 

to do so. When Toshack is caught however 

things take a strange turn and Quill, the two 

undercover cops and an analyst are drawn 

into a supernatural world. Originally a TV 

script (and now optioned for TV) there are a 

few issues with the book that may put off 

other readers. The characters are a bit stock 

at the beginning for example and would be 

better differentiated on screen I guess, with 

visual clues. There is also some exposition 

provided in flashback that could be seen as 

being a bit clumsy. The writing, the story and 

the second half of the book are more than 

good enough for me to forgive this. The hints 

and glimpses of the world underneath (or 

above?) London are great and the plot, once 

it kicks in, cracks along at a good pace with 

our four protagonists growing as we 

understand more as we flit from one to 

another POV. There were points where the 

book gave me a visceral emotional reaction 

including a shiver up the spine and a solid 

“woah” from one reveal. To me that’s a sign 

of a good book. There is some clever stuff in 

here and it gets the balance right between 

revealing enough to get a handle on what’s 

going on whilst concealing enough to keep 

you intrigued and wanting to follow on. Good 

job really as there is a sequel out in May 

2014. I’ve snagged a copy & will be reading 

it soon. 

 

Overall – Police procedural with supernatural 

elements, the start of what promises to be a 

great series. Recommended. 

 

Johannes Cabal the necromancer Jonathan L 

Howard 

 

Cabal has sold his soul in return for 

knowledge yet finds it tricky to perform some 

of his necromantic experiments without it. He 

therefore summons a demon, goes to hell 

and bargains with Satan to return his soul, 

the catch is that he has to collect 100 souls 

http://www.librarything.com/work/13155820/104689986
http://www.librarything.com/work/13020339/105072225
http://www.librarything.com/work/8189979/102442665


on behalf of Satan in 1 year. To help him out 

Satan gives him a Hellish Carnival. This is a 

fun book and I loved that it is more than a 

comedy, although it is very amusing at 

times, it does pose some serious questions 

and there is clearly more to be explored, 

hence the fact there are several more books 

in the series. Cabal’s voice is pitch perfect 

and although he is fundamentally unlikable 

he is also a surprisingly sympathetic 

character. His relationship with his brother 

Horst is both real and poignant even if it is a 

comedic novel. I loved the idea of the 

carnival, and the individual rides within it, 

and some of the demonic interplay, 

especially the bureaucracy of how to enter 

Hell is very entertaining. There are a few 

wobbles, possibly due to this being a first 

book, that I expect will be ironed out as the 

writing develops in further books. It is 

obviously not stand alone, although like any 

good book in a series it has a satisfying story 

and yet not everything is answered. 

 

Overall – Having read the first I obtained the 

next two and am really looking forward to 

reading them soon. 

 

Shopocalypse David Gullen 

 

This is a big book with big ideas and lots of 

plot. It will take you some dedication to finish 

it. It’s not that it is badly written, quite the 

opposite in fact, it is that the breadth of plot 

is staggering and takes some getting used to. 

There are a lot of ideas in here and a lot of 

characters, most of whom have their arcs 

fully explored. It could be seen as rambling 

and incoherent but if you stick with it there is 

a point that you’ll suddenly go “aha” and get 

it. Once you’ve had that moment though 

you’ll really want to get to the end and find 

out what happens to all of the many 

characters: from the president of the USA 

and her coterie of weirdos and warmongers 

to Novik our main protagonist and his friends 

who are trying to change the world, from “Mr 

Car” the talking super car, who gets all the 

best lines, to the richest man who has ever 

lived. There is a not so subtle allegory about 

consumerism but if you concentrate on this 

you miss out on all the other fun stuff that is 

much more subtle. There is an occasional 

Vonnegutian feel, there are certainly 

references to Douglas Adams but it is very 

much its own thing and introduces an 

interesting new voice to SF. There are issues 

with it, I’m not denying it, but not to the 

extent that it is not hugely enjoyable, even if 

it does take a bit of an effort to get there. 

There maybe a couple of character arcs too 

many, the story about the wife of the richest 

man seems a little indulgent and could have 

been cut without losing much and is also 

possibly the least satisfactory of the multiple 

storylines. However on the whole these are 

minor quibbles. If you try it stick with it, it’s 

worth it. 

 

Overall – Very accomplished debut from an 

interesting new voice, looking forward to 

what he does next.  

http://www.librarything.com/work/14027084
http://www.librarything.com/work/14027084/102747019
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[Excerpt] 

Chapter 1 

 "Come on, you guys! We don't want 

to be late!" Zack waved for Mungus and Ix to 

follow him as he ran through the field toward 

Tom's house.  

"I detect the odor of something burning." 

Ix, the Valtraxian, who, like most of his 

species, appeared to be part grasshopper and 

part praying mantis, skittered alongside Zack 

on six legs. Ix was about the size of a pony and 

was a genderless drone, a detail which 

confounded Zack's parents, who insisted on 

referring to Ix as "him". 

"I told you, it's a cookout!" 

Mungus, on the other hand, was a burly 

Ersidian, whose species of bear-like 

humanoids originated from a world thousands 

of light-years from Earth. Together, they were 

all to embark on a Junior Ranger trip to Valtra, 

Ix's home world, for the summer. Zack felt as 

though he and his friends needed to cram in as 

much fun as they could in the week they had 

together on Earth prior to their departure, 

because once the Junior Ranger trip was over, 

Zack and Ix would return to school at 

Cytherean Academy on Venus, Mungus would 

return to his home world, and it would be at 

least a year before they would see each other 

again. 

"Is Jen-Jen going to be at this cookout?" 

Mungus caught up to Zack, a stone-beaded 

braid flashing, catching the light of the sun as 

they ran. Ersidians moved deceptively fast for 

their bulk, and Mungus could easily outrun 

Zack if he wanted to.  

"No, she's still on Messier Habitat. She'll 

meet up with us on the station when we leave 

for Valtra." Jenny went to school at Cytherean 

Academy with Zack and Ix, but hated being 

called Jen-Jen. Mungus only called her that 

when she wasn't around. 

"What is an out?" Ix tapped Zack on the 

arm as it skittered alongside him. "I have never 

heard of cooking such a thing." 

Zack laughed, almost stumbling as he tried 

to keep pace. “It’s not something you cook. It 

just means they’re using grills and stuff to 

cook outside instead of inside the house. It’s 

like a big party.” 

Tom's house came into view as the three 

crested a hill. Several grills were set up around 

the tables, their aromatic smoke wafting across 

the field. Tom waved at Zack, and he noticed 

several small children chasing each other. 

Zack recognized some of his cousins, as well 

as other children from around town with 

whom he went to school before transferring to 

Cytherean Academy last year. Clusters of 

adults stood around, engaging in conversation. 

Probably talking about boring politics and 

whose auntie is sick with what this week. 

"Zack!" His cousin Clara ran up to him. 

"Is the bear-man gonna eat us all?" The 

precocious eight-year-old girl stared wide-

eyed at Mungus. 

Mungus grinned, flashed his canines, and 

nodded. "Yup. Humans, yum-yum!" 



Clara squealed and ran off. Zack stifled a 

snort and smacked Mungus on the arm. "She'll 

believe you, you know. We'll get in trouble!" 

Mungus gave Zack a playful shove. "Who 

cares? What are they going to do to me? Wag 

their finger in my face and tell me I should be 

nicer? I'm the son of Goreborrarius 

Tonnarvassas, First Warrior of Clan—" 

"Zack!" His mother approached them. 

"Did you feed DD and walk her before you 

left?"  

Zack nodded. "Yes, Mom." 

Zack's mom took Mungus's arm. "Come 

with me, Mungus. There are people who are 

dying to meet you." Ever since Mungus 

arrived, Zack's mother was obsessed with 

showing off the Ersidian as if he were some 

sort of celebrity. Zack shook his head and 

gestured for Ix to follow him. Mungus glanced 

back at Zack with pleading eyes that seemed to 

say, "Help me!" Zack shrugged, smiled, and 

waved. He knew better than to get between his 

mother and her friends when she had her mind 

set on something. 

As he led Ix over to where Tom and his 

father were tending a grill, Zack noticed they 

were being followed by what appeared to be 

all the young girls at the cookout. He rolled his 

eyes and did his best to ignore them. They 

spotted Mungus and ran over to him, since 

Zack would not engage with them. 

"Oh wow!" Tom looked at Ix. "Is this Ix?" 

"Affirmative. I recognized you from 

Zack's descriptions and photos. You are Tom." 

Ix offered him a hand.  

Tom shook it. "Zack told me all about the 

Valpaxicans. It's so cool his parents are letting 

you stay with him. Are you guys still sharing a 

room at school?"  

Ix bobbed its head up and down. "We are 

Valtraxians, and yes." 

"Pleased to meet you, Ix." Tom's father 

turned away from the grill to shake Ix's hand. 

"I've heard all about you from Zack through 

Tom here. It's nice the boys take the time to 

keep in touch. That school's on Venus, right? 

Amazing how technology brings us all 

together, huh?" 

"Correct." 

Through the ever-growing crowd of 

people, Zack saw Mungus. He was surrounded 

by all Zack's female cousins, most of whom 

clung to him like cockleburs stuck on a fuzzy 

sweater. The other young girls were pulled 

away from the Ersidian by their mothers, as 

Mungus pushed his way through the crowd 

toward Zack. 

As Ix explained the four genders of 

Valtraxians in his lineage to Tom and his 

father, Zack left them to meet Mungus. The 

Ersidian appeared very unhappy with both 

Clara and Connie clinging to his legs, and the 

twins, Darlene and Charlene, hanging onto his 

back. 

"A little help here." Mungus tried to shake 

Connie off his leg but succeeded only in 

making her pigtails whirl around her head as 

she giggled. 

"No! Big teddy bear stays with us!" 

Zack grabbed Clara and pried her away 

from Mungus. "Come on. He's not a teddy 

bear. He's an Ersidian, and he might eat you if 

he gets mad." 



The twins sounded off in stereo. "Nuh uh! 

He's fuzzy!" 

Mungus growled and grabbed at the twins, 

but they ducked out of reach, somehow 

remaining attached to his back. 

"Look, I don't want to hurt them, but I'm 

getting hungry smelling all this meat cooking, 

and I'm not for climbing on!" 

"Girls! Girls!" Zack's mom and her sister 

came over and pulled the children off Mungus. 

"Leave Zack's friend alone. It's dinnertime!" 

"Aww." The girls collectively whined as 

his aunt led them away to one of the picnic 

tables. 

"Are they always like that?" 

Zack shrugged. "I’ve never seen them act 

like that. They've probably never seen an 

Ersidian before." 

"Whatever, let's get some food." Mungus 

passed the table with various salads and side 

dishes, heading straight for the platters of 

meat. Zack wished he could do that but knew 

his mother would disapprove. He took a 

spoonful of coleslaw and a couple of carrots 

before following Mungus to the meat platters. 

The platters were full of steaks, burgers, 

and sausages grilled by Tom's dad. Zack spied 

a steaming platter of Joann's pulled pork BBQ, 

as well as a platter of smoked fish that could 

only have been prepared by one of his mother's 

colleagues, Amanda Gruber. Zack didn't want 

to be greedy, but he noticed Mungus's plate 

piled high, yet none of the meat platters 

appeared to have been touched, so he took a 

large helping of pulled pork, two sausages, and 

a sampling of the smoked fish. 

A cacophony of conversation and laughter 

filled the air as all the people heaped food 

upon their plates and stuffed their bellies. 

Zack's mom left her sister's side to visit with 

Zack and Mungus as they ate. 

Zack shoved a mouthful of meat into his 

cheeks when he saw his mother. "Where's 

Dad?" 

She frowned, and Zack knew it was 

because he had spoken with his mouth full. 

However, she did not admonish him. "He's still 

at work. He hoped he wouldn't have to work 

this late today, but…" She shrugged. His 

father was involved in a big project at the San 

Angeles Spaceport this year, and it required 

much more of his time than previous projects. 

Mungus grunted and swallowed. "Mm, the 

sire works hard to provide for the dam and 

cubs. Very honorable." 

"He's gone too much lately." Zack's mom 

looked toward the horizon, her eyes 

unfocused. 

"He's not Ersidian, Mungus. We're used to 

him being around more." Zack shoveled a 

forkful of pulled pork into his mouth, the 

sweet, smoky meat covered in a tangy, 

peppery sauce. While Zack didn't mind the 

vat-grown meat he ate at Cytherean Academy, 

nothing compared to meat from farm-raised 

animals, cooked with skill and care by home 

cooks, using recipes that had been in their 

families for generations. 

  

~     *     *     *     ~ 

  

"Geneviève! You're going to be late!" 



"I'm coming, Mother!" Jenny answered in 

Galactic Basic instead of the French her 

mother used. She found spending months 

speaking one language exclusively made the 

transition back to school more difficult. Jenny 

tossed her tablet on her bed, her letter to Zack 

unfinished. She checked the time in the 

periphery of her vision, projected there by her 

ocular implants. They had plenty of time, but 

her mother always worried they would be late. 

It was almost a pathological obsession.  

Her mother, Amélie, waited for her by the 

front door, tapping her foot impatiently. Jenny 

was similar in height and build to her now; 

they could wear each other's clothes. People 

often told them they could pass for twins. 

Jenny disagreed, privately, of course. Her 

mother was much older. 

"The doctor won't wait forever, 

Geneviève." 

"We have plenty of time, Mother." 

"You always say that." Amélie opened the 

door and waited for Jenny to leave the 

apartment before shutting it behind them. 

"And you are always worried we're going 

to be late. They're not going to see me on time 

anyway." 

Amélie clicked her tongue. "They're very 

busy. You don't want your eyes to fall out, do 

you?" 

Jenny rolled her eyes. Her implants were 

replaced recently and felt better than the 

originals ever did. A power surge on Bestic, 

while she was with the Junior Rangers last 

year, damaged the original ones, but they 

didn't give her any trouble until shortly before 

the end of the past term at Cytherean 

Academy. This trip to the doctor's office was a 

final checkup to clear her for the Junior 

Ranger trip to Valtra. 

The ophthalmologist's office was at the 

opposite end of Messier Habitat from where 

Jenny lived with her parents. As they waited 

for the lift that would take them down to the 

plaza from the apartment, Amélie tried to 

make small talk with Jenny, mostly about what 

kind of boys she should date and what she 

should do with her life. Yes, yes, you have 

grand plans for me, but you never bother 

asking if it's what I want. 

"Now, don't be late tomorrow, Geneviève. 

If you miss the transport, you'll be stuck here 

by yourself until we return." 

Jenny shook her head. "I won't miss it, 

Mother." Her parents were leaving tonight to 

visit her father's worksite on Vilicus, a 

ringworld around the sun, which was under 

construction. It was all her father talked about. 

He even talked about moving the family from 

Messier Habitat to Vilicus now that residential 

sections were open and operational. Jenny 

didn't like the idea of leaving her homeland 

behind. She supposed she would not have any 

say in the matter. 

"Geneviève DuBois? Doctor Lavigne will 

see you now." A nurse stood in the doorway 

that led to the examination rooms. 

As her mother rose to accompany her, 

Jenny put out her hand and shook her head. 

Amélie took the hint and sat down again. The 

nurse led Jenny to the examination room. By 

the time Doctor Lavigne completed his exam 

and gave Jenny a clean bill of health, her 

mother was pacing in the waiting room. 



"Now I'm going to be late. Let's go." 

Amélie grabbed Jenny's arm and dragged her 

out of the office. She tore herself from her 

mother's arm. 

"It's not my fault. You picked the time for 

this exam." 

"Yes, yes. I know." Amélie sighed. "I'm 

not angry with you, Geneviève. Please, let's 

not fight right now. I have to meet your father, 

and you have preparations to make." 

Jenny looked at her mother, her mouth 

agape. It sounded as if she would not see her 

father before her parents left for Vilicus. 

"Father's not coming home?" 

"He came home during your appointment." 

They boarded the transport that would take 

them home. Amélie shook her head. "He said 

he did not have time to wait until we returned; 

he wanted to make sure all his requests for the 

finest staterooms and service were being 

accommodated." She reached over and stroked 

her daughter's hair. "He passes on his love and 

hopes you have a fun trip." 

Jenny stared at the floor, brushing her 

mother's hand away. "He was so busy trying to 

get special treatment for himself, that he didn’t 

have time to tell me goodbye in person." 

Amélie sighed again. "He's very busy, 

Gene—" 

"He's always busy. Never home. Always 

too busy." 

The silence in which they finished their 

journey home was palpable. While she thought 

her mother defended her father's actions too 

much, he did some things that were, in her 

opinion, indefensible. Not making the effort to 

come see her to say goodbye before she left 

for her trip was one of them. Jenny felt a small 

sense of pride that she was able to hold back 

her tears until after her mother said goodbye 

and left to join her father. 

  

~     *     *     *     ~ 

  

Zack looked on in amazement as he 

watched Mungus finish off his second rack of 

ribs. This was in addition to the plateful of 

pulled pork BBQ, handful of smoked fish, 

half-dozen sausages, and three burgers with 

buns at last count. His mind filled with images 

of riches and fame if he could find some sort 

of eating competition in which to enter 

Mungus. 

So engrossed he was in watching Mungus 

eat, Zack jumped when someone tapped on his 

arm. It was his cousin, Clara. She looked up at 

him, her eyes wide. 

"Can I ride your pony-bug?" 

Zack blinked. "My what?" 

She pointed at Ix. "Icky. Your pony-bug." 

The Valtraxian skittered away from DD as the 

dog chased after it, apparently convinced again 

that DD wanted to eat it.  

"Ix is a Valtraxian, not a pony-bug, and it's 

not mine. It's umm… itself. You cannot ride 

Ix!" He tried to shoo her away, but Clara 

continued tugging on his arm. 

"Come on, please? Can you ask Icky for 

me?" 

"No." Zack looked around for an adult to 

help him. He saw his mother carrying a plate 

of cookies and waved to catch her attention. 

"Mom, please tell Clara Ix isn't for riding." 



She set the plate of cookies on the table. 

Mungus grabbed a handful and stuffed them 

into his mouth, dropping crumbs everywhere. 

She put her hands on her hips and looked 

down at Clara. 

"Now, Clara, what did your mother say 

about asking everyone for pony rides?" 

Clara shrugged. "I don't know. But I didn't 

ask him for a pony ride. He's a pony-bug, and I 

wanna ride him!" She pushed out her bottom 

lip and stamped her foot. Zack's mom took her 

by the hand. "Come on. Stop bothering the 

boys. Let's go talk to Ix." 

"Mom!" Zack couldn't believe his mother 

would consider letting Clara ask his friend if 

she could ride it. Zack's mom narrowed her 

eyes at Zack and shook her head in a way he 

knew meant he needed to let it drop. He sighed 

and looked back at the plate of cookies, 

smiling as he recognized his mom's 

snickerdoodles and chocolate chip cookies. 

Zack pushed the plate out of Mungus’s reach 

and then grabbed one to munch on. 

"I can't believe you're still hungry." 

Mungus looked up and wiped his mouth. 

"I'm getting full. I just didn't want to miss out. 

Everything looked so good." 

Zack couldn't argue with that. Tom and Ix 

sat down next to him before he could reply. 

"Hey, Ix here was telling me about your trip. I 

kinda wish I'd joined the Junior Rangers now." 

"It's not too late." At times, Zack wished 

Tom had joined up with him, so they had more 

time to hang out, given such a large portion of 

the year they didn't see each other while Zack 

was away at school. 

Tom shrugged. "What's the point now? I'm 

not going anywhere when I'm done with 

school anyway. I gotta stay here and be a 

farmer." Zack thought Tom did not sound as 

enthusiastic about it as he usually did. 

"I though you humans didn't get assigned 

jobs by your parents." Mungus tossed a bone 

aside and grabbed his water glass. It looked 

like a child's cup in his hand." 

Looking at Mungus and then back at Zack, 

Tom shrugged. "I wanted to at first… now… I 

don't know. Everything else seems more 

exciting than Wyoming." 

Ix cocked its head. "Exciting is often 

dangerous. Many seem to prefer a quiet, safe 

existence." 

The thought gave Zack pause. He ended 

up in the hospital both times he went on a 

Junior Ranger excursion. It was a small 

miracle his parents permitted him to remain in 

the organization, let alone go on this trip to 

Valtra. 

"I guess." Tom flicked some of Mungus's 

crumbs across the table. "But nothing happens 

here. All the cool things happen to you guys." 

Mungus laughed. "Yeah, something cool 

happens, and Zack gets put in the hospital. 

You're really missing out." 

Zack offered a weak smile. "Yeah, it's not 

that cool." 

Tom did not seem convinced, and when Ix 

filled him in about all the dangers they faced 

alone during their trip to Bestic—the sub-zero 

temperatures, being chased by ravenous 

predators, and listening to boring lectures by 

adults—Tom's smile grew larger and larger. 

By the time the party ended, Zack was sure Ix 



did more to convince Tom having dangerous 

adventures was better than staying safe at 

home. 

He had to admit that he wasn't sure he 

disagreed with Tom on that point. 

  

~     *     *     *     ~ 

  

Jenny was relieved to discover the ship 

taking the Junior Rangers to Valtra had a 

scheduled stop at Cassini Station, at the apex 

of the Olympian Beanstalk before heading to 

Gagarin Station near Earth. Connecting the 

summit of Olympus Mons with Cassini 

Station, the Olympian Beanstalk was a space 

elevator used primarily for low-cost transfers 

of cargo and personnel. She stopped a moment 

to check the Messier Spacedock map before 

walking toward the departure gate for the 

shuttle that would take her to Cassini Station. 

Travel between Messier Habitat and 

Cassini Station took just a few hours. Since 

Cassini Station was the main launch point for 

all manufactured goods leaving Mars and all 

raw materials shipping in, shuttles regularly 

flew between the two locations, carrying 

passengers and supplies. 

The journey was uneventful, and Jenny 

was glad that her parents did not send 

messages to her every couple of hours, 

reminding her to do this or that. As she sat in 

the cramped transport, pressed between a wall 

and a Ryll dressed in a bulky environmental 

suit, she supposed her parents were enjoying 

the luxury of their first-class accommodations 

on the transport to Vilicus. She pushed against 

the Ryll's arm, trying to create more space for 

herself. The Ryll's suit crumpled as the 

protoplasm of its body oozed into other 

sections of the environmental suit. It pulled the 

smashed arm over into its lap. 

“With sincerity: my apologies. It is 

difficult to judge how much space my suit 

occupies.” Ryll prefaced everything they said 

with the appropriate, corresponding emotion 

because the translator units in their 

environmental suits were not capable of 

expressing emotion.  

Jenny sighed. “Thank you.” 

One quirk of forty-third century travel was 

that it was impossible for any ship to perfectly 

accommodate all the different shapes and sizes 

of every species that traveled the galaxy. Most 

people tried to adapt to the sizes and shapes of 

the seats as best as they could, and Jenny 

noticed the crew, on all the ships on which she 

traveled, happily accommodated those with 

special needs. The Ryll didn't require his 

environmental suit to travel, and his amoebic 

nature meant he could occupy a fraction of the 

space than he did in the suit, but as far as 

Jenny knew, he wouldn't be able to 

communicate with others very well without it. 

A red light blinked in the periphery of her 

vision, indicating she had an incoming 

message. She sighed with relief as she 

determined it was a video message from 

Cytherean Academy, and not a message from 

her parents. She closed her eyes to watch it. 

While it wasn't necessary for her to do so, she 

found it easier to block out the rest of the 

world and direct her attention to her implant's 

ocular display while she reviewed messages. 

In addition, it was an unspoken etiquette of 



sorts, serving to let people know she was 

occupied and not staring blankly off into 

space. 

A dark-skinned female smiled and nodded, 

light glinting off gold dangle earrings. "Hello, 

Miss DuBois. I'm Kathy Monroe with the 

Registrar's Office. I'm calling to let you know 

one of your classes, Confederation History 

316, has been canceled. Due to a family 

emergency, Professor Braxta has returned 

home to Devorus. We hope to be able to offer 

it again next year. Your credits have been 

refunded. Please let me know as soon as 

possible if you wish to substitute another class 

for those credits." 

Jenny saved the message and pinched the 

bridge of her nose in frustration. She hoped to 

not have to deal with school tasks while on 

this trip, and now she would have to brave 

spotty Hypernet connections while traveling to 

download a new course listing for third years 

and investigate if she could substitute another 

course. The one time I delete the course 

listing… 

By the time her transport docked, Jenny 

was still trying to download the course listings. 

She gave up and entered Cassini Station. She 

rechecked her itinerary. Jenny saw the 

Valorian Jewel, a Devoran passenger liner, 

through the viewports as she settled into the 

waiting area. The transport's sleek lines 

reminded her of a majestic bird soaring 

through the sky. She noted several rotating 

cabin rings, which would provide the effect of 

gravity during flight. The ship appeared to be 

fresh-off-the-assembly-line new. 

Maybe this flight won't be so bad after all. 

Angrily shaking himself he goes over to 

the table, blows the lamp out and crosses to the 

door.  Opening it, he slowly makes his way to 

the bottom of the stairs, wearily climbing them 

he contemplates.  Tomorrow is another day. 
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Struggle for Meldorn 

 
 

by Margaret J Carruthers 

 

CHAPTER 1 
 

Leaning heavily on the gate Pelnor watches the 

sun slowly sink below the treetops.  Turning to look 
towards the town of Kelos, he finds the sunset 

breathtaking. 

The first time that he had seen the town, it was 
after his sister Larath had married Balzia and moved 

to the town some 20 years ago. He had visited her, 

then having fallen in love with the town and the 

surrounding countryside so much he decided to move 
here as well; he bought this pretty cottage to be close 

to her. 

His cottage is as Larath had put it quaint, a small 
red-bricked building with one single chimneystack 

set on the right side of the thatched roof.  A neat 

white picket fence encircles the tiny garden of 
flowerbeds and lawn. He particularly loves the 

fragrance of the roses first thing in the morning.  

Behind the house a field stretches down to the woods 

at the back of his cottage, good pasture for his mule.  
A road runs past his gate following the edge of the 

forest to continue through the centre of the town. 

The area around Kelos is primarily farmland.  The 
council headed by an elected mayor administers the 

town.  At the heart of Kelos is the busy town square 

where everyday the farmers and tradesmen sell their 

merchandise. 
Things had been so different when he and Balzia 

first met.  They had attended the same magi academy 

and soon became firm friends.  One day Balzia asked 
Pelnor for Larath’s hand, he was delighted.  He and 

Larath had been very close; she was very young 

when their parents died so he had raised her.  For a 
while the two men had a close friendship, but after 

Balzia accused him of cheating on the final exam 

Pelnor hadn’t seen Larath or her daughter since.  He 

was distressed at their separation; but sometime later 
when he discovered that she had died in childbirth he 

had tried to see Balzia, but the man refused.  Pelnor 

was inconsolable! 
Shaking his head he reflects.  It should not have 

been allowed to get this far, if we had only resolved 

the situation before now.  Still that was in the past, 
now there is more at stake.  

He felt a chill in the breeze.  The evenings are 

becoming cooler; autumn has certainly arrived with 

a vengeance, shivering he wrapped his cloak tighter 
around his body.  

If only I had been a little stronger.  He shook his 

head.  No!  If I had only been a little more vigilant 
the problem would not have arisen. 

Turning, he leans heavily on his staff as he slowly 

walks along the path towards his cottage.  Now if I 

could persuade Balzia to assist me, we may 
hopefully, with our combined powers be strong 

enough to defeat the entity. 

On reaching the door he pauses.  I can’t undo the 
devastation that the creature is causing but together 

we may be able to slow it possibly with a bit of luck 

stop it altogether. 
The last time he had tried to visit Balzia had been 

a humiliation.  All that he wanted to do was attempt 

to resolve their differences, hopefully bringing about 

an end to their embittered long feud but in response 
Balzia had summoned a swarm of bees driving him 

from the house. 

He laughs as he remembers that day.  I had been 
unable to control my mount no matter how I tried.  It 

had taken me all of twenty minutes to stop that stupid 

mule and dismount. 
His only hope is that his plan to force Balzia to 

come to the cottage will work; he opened the door.  It 

isn’t ideal but it is the only practical one. 

Three days previously, after he had asked around 
Kelos, he found a couple of local young men, 

Veldros and Sulmak who had agreed to carry out the 

task for him.  After they had consented to do the job 
Veldros asked.  “How do we keep the lady quiet?” 

Pelnor had laughed, saying.  “The answer to that 

question is here, I have an innocuous fungus that 

grows in my garden that when soaked and dried to a 
fine powder produces a drug known to a few of us as 

being beneficial in aiding sleep.”  After he gave 

Veldros a pouch containing a small amount of the 
powder he continued.  “You put a pinch of the 

powder into the palm of your hand and gently blow it 

into the lady’s face.” 
The arrangement was that he paid the two men 

half the agreed amount before they left, paying the 

remainder when they delivered Balzia’s daughter to 

him unharmed. 
It should take them approximately five days to 

travel to the house located halfway between Kelos 

and Gillen and return.  They decided to travel there 
and back via the forest.  So with luck they should be 

back in a couple of days. 

When Balzia realizes his daughter is missing, he 
will know exactly where she is, subsequently coming 

here to look for her.  His only hope is that he can 

restrain the girl’s father long enough so that he can 

explain their predicament. 
The real question will be if he and Balzia are 

strong enough to defeat the entity. 



The creature had gained entry through a channel 

opened by his inquisitive young assistant Naal. 
Naal had come to live with him two years ago 

after the boy’s parents died.  The boy first appeared 

at his door when he was about seven years old.  He 

told Pelnor that he wanted to learn about sorcery, the 
wizard had immediately taken the boy home but 

much to the consternation of the boy’s parents Naal 

repeatedly returned to the house, the boy loved to 
help him with his work, then for some reason he 

asked Pelnor to teach him to read. 

Naal attended school but they only taught what 
was necessary, so he began Naal’s education. 

When the lad’s parents died and Naal had come to 

live with him, Pelnor continued with the boy’s 

tuition. 
Poor Naal his parents had been killed in a horrific 

accident.  It had happened two years ago when they 

were on their way back from Gillen, the cart had 
overturned and they were both killed.  Fortunately 

Naal had been spared. 

The town’s folk had argued about what would be 
best for the lad, but Naal insisted that he wanted to 

live with Pelnor, much to the wizard’s surprise. 

The lad was just ten years old at the time and had 

shown a keen interest in sorcery, so he decided to 
take the boy in.  Dismayed at the boy’s decision the 

townsfolk tried to change his mind they even went as 

far as to arrange for Naal to stay with the Mayor but 
Naal ran straight to Pelnor so they had to give into 

the persistence of the boy. 

They were suspicious of him, wary of what they 

didn’t understand.  To them he was an eccentric old 
man who would use the boy inappropriately.  Much 

to Pelnor’s amazement the lad proved to be an apt 

pupil, a quick learner and industrious, that was until 
now! 

He needed to go into town leaving Naal on his 

own but on his return he found Naal had disappeared 
and a magical tool called a Spequial lying on the 

floor.  He immediately tried a location spell but 

failed to find the boy.  So he contacted the woods 

folk asking for their assistance. 
The devastation that the creature has caused as it 

moves from one area to another is distressing.  Still 

the time for self-incrimination is past.  There may not 
be a way to heal the land of the corruption but they 

had to try. 

The people who inhabit the forest know about the 
dangers of living there and the animals that dwell 

there so he asked them to observe the progress of the 

entity as it continues its deathly march across the 

land.  To shield them Pelnor has prepared an 
incantation that will give them some security from 

the influence of the entity but the creature is 

beginning to grow stronger, soon the defence will fail 

and the people will consequently have no resistance 
from the creature’s effects. 

Entering the house he pushes the door shut then 

slowly he makes his way along the corridor.  After 

passing a door opening into a tiny lounge on the right 
of the corridor he reaches the door to his study on the 

left. 

Before he enters his study he gazes into a long 
mirror hanging to the left of the door.  The image 

reflected back although a little stooped with age is 

that of a tall thin man.  He had been a handsome man 
in his youth but ill health and arthritis has aged him 

prematurely.  His beard long, white and straggly 

matches his equally straggly long white hair.  From 

under bushy eyebrows two small brown eyes gaze 
out from a weather-beaten face.  Under his black 

cloak he wears a red robe; both had seen much wear 

over the years. 
Removing his cloak, he hangs it from a hook next 

to the mirror and opens the door. 

As he enters his study, he lets the door gently 
close behind him and crosses to where he keeps his 

books neatly arranged on shelving against the 

opposite wall. 

Pelnor gazes at the books for a short while before 
he sees the one he wants then he reaches out to select 

it.  Carefully holding the book he moves towards the 

window.  Gently leaning his staff against the wall he 
places the book on the arm of the chair. 

He lifts the glass funnel from a lamp that rests at 

the centre of a small table by the chair and lays it 

gently down.  After lifting the lamp he crosses to the 
fire opposite where he takes a paper taper from the 

container at the side of the hearth, once he has lit it 

from the fire he carefully ignites the wick, blowing 
out the taper he puts it back into the holder then 

walks back to the table, carefully he places the lamp 

on the table and with care puts the glass funnel back 
on. 

Wearily he lets his body slip gently into the old 

leather armchair; resting the book of folklore on his 

lap he lovingly runs his fingers over the old brown 
leather cover before he opens it. 

“There’s not a lot that can be done until Balzia 

arrives, but when he does hopefully after talking 
things through, with luck a solution will be found 

before it’s too late.  The other communities must be 

notified as they are all likely to be affected.  The 
creature inside Naal must be stopped and soon!  The 

land isn’t the only thing in danger, but also the 

welfare of her people.” 

Unable to concentrate on the book he closes it and 
absently gazes at the cover, his thoughts are only for 

the corruption that is blighting the face of his beloved 



Meldorn.  He wakes from his reverie.  Yes there’s a 

lot to do but only so much time in which to do it.  
Standing, Pelnor sets the book on the table then 

crosses to the fire lifting the poker from its stand by 

the hearth he rakes the clinker before putting more 

coal on.  After he places the poker back on the stand 
to the side of the hearth, he turns to look out of the 

window.  Will we be able to free Meldorn, or will it 

become a festering blot in space?  
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